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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis investigates various active chassis control strategies for multi-wheeled combat vehicle 

to enhance its lateral stability at limit handling. The proposed control strategies are Active All-

Wheel Steering (AWS), Torque Vectoring (TV) and Differential Braking (DB).  

At high-speed cornering maneuvers, the vehicle experiences higher load transfer which can lead 

to a loss of the grip between the tires and the ground. Consequently, deterioration of vehicle 

handling capability can occur. Hence, integration of Semi-Active Suspension (SAS) is introduced 

to each control strategy to enhance the vehicle’s lateral stability at high-speed cornering 

maneuvers. 

The evaluation method is conducted by executing the simulations utilizing a validated 

TRUCKSIM vehicle model in co-simulation with the proposed controllers in MATLAB 

SIMULINK. Based on the results obtained, it was concluded that the integration of SAS has a 

significant enhancement on the vehicle lateral stability at a high coefficient of friction, unlike at a 

low coefficient of friction.  

 

Keywords: Active All-Wheel Steering; Torque Vectoring; Differential Braking; Semi-Active 

Suspension; Linear Quadratic Regulator. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
  

1.1 MOTIVATION 
 

Light Armored Vehicles (LAVs) are widely employed in many armed services and military 

domain to accomplish multi tasks. One of these tasks are intended to serve as infantry and weapons 

carriers, also as command, control, and reconnaissance vehicle and providing logistics support [1]. 

The merit of utilizing multi-wheeled combat vehicles over traditional four-wheeled vehicles is 

improving the steering capability in tight maneuvers, providing better in/off-road traction 

capabilities. Furthermore, the loads are distributed on multiple axles, which enhances vehicle’s 

stability. 

Regardless the various advantages of LAV, there are disadvantages associated with the operation 

of this vehicle. The main disadvantages are that it has higher center of gravity and limited payload 

carrying capacity. This can lead the vehicle to rollover easily at a given lateral acceleration, 

exposing the cabin crew into fatalities [2]. Moreover, the vehicle is designed to be operated in 

severe conditions and subjected to uncertainties, such as different road coefficient of frictions and 

vehicle varying parameters in terms of weight and inertia, which can affect inadequately the 

vehicle lateral stability and maneuverability, resulting in loss of vehicle’s directional stability. 

The past three decades many automotive companies have been working on developing Active 

Chassis Control Systems, to improve vehicle lateral stability at high-speed cornering conditions 

and ensure the ride comfort. Nowadays, several control systems have been implemented and 

became a norm for automotive industry, such as Anti-lock Brake System (ABS), Traction Control 

System (TCS), Active Wheel Steering (AWS), Torque Vectoring (TV), Active/Semi-Suspension 

and Electronic Stability Control (ESC). There is a study that has been carried out to assess the 

effect of ESC in reducing accidents, the study showed that ESC prevented rollover to be occurred 

by 50 %, run-off-road by 40% and single vehicle crashes by 25% [3].  
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1.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 
 

1.2.1 Scope 
 

This thesis is intended to compare various control strategies on a multi-wheeled combat vehicle. 

Specifically, Active All-Wheel Steering, Torque Vectoring, Differential Braking, and their 

integration with Semi-Active Suspension. This comparison is aimed to investigate the effect of 

each control strategy on the given vehicle at limit handling state. Furthermore, the assessment is 

conducted in this research based on the enhancements acquired on the vehicle’s stability at various 

coefficient of friction, maneuver and speed using each control strategy. 

 

1.2.2 Objectives 
 

The objective of this research work is to present an insight on the benefits of implementing each 

control strategy and their integration on the multi-wheeled combat vehicle. Moreover, all the 

simulations in this research are performed using a full vehicle model that was validated in previous 

research work. The TRUCKSIM vehicle model is 22 degrees of freedom and in co-simulation with 

the designed controllers in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

Objectives comprise: 

 Design a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controller for Active All-Wheel Steering as a 

lower control allocation for 8WS/8WD combat vehicle. 

 Design an LQR controller for Torque Vectoring as a lower control allocation for 4WS/8WD combat vehicle considering optimal tire driving forces distribution. 

 Design an LQR controller for Differential Braking as a lower control allocation for 4WS/8WD combat vehicle considering optimal tire braking forces distribution. 

 Design an LQR controller for Semi-Active Suspension as a lower control allocation and 

integrated with all aforementioned controllers. 

 Perform an assessment for each control strategy with and without integration of Semi-

Active Suspension at high and low road friction surface. 
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 Conduct the simulations at various maneuvers at several road coefficient of friction, to 

assess the performance and the effectiveness of each controller at limit handling speed at 

high and low coefficient of friction. 

 Suggest a recommendation for future work, based on the performance of each proposed 

control strategy and the possibilities of integrating more than two control strategies for 

further enhancements in terms of vehicle lateral stability. 

 

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 
 

This thesis will be introduced in 7 chapters which are as follows. 

Chapter 1: This chapter covers the background, scope, and objectives of this thesis. 

Chapter 2: This chapter presents a literature review on various active control systems and control 

allocation strategies including active all wheel steering, torque vectoring and differential braking. 

Chapter 3: This chapter introduces the validated TRUCKSIM vehicle model, various vehicle’s 

mathematical models developed for LQR control design purpose and the reference yaw rate model. 

Chapter 4: This chapter provides in detail the theory behind LQR controller design. Also, 

introduces the implementation of the hierarchical control structure for active all wheel steering, 

torque vectoring, differential braking, and semi-active suspension.  

Chapter 5: This chapter introduces an assessment of each proposed control strategy through a 

comparison between them with and without integration of semi-active suspension to assess their 

performance at high and low friction surface during sever maneuver at limit handling. 

Chapter 6: This chapter presents the simulation results and discussions at various test events. 

Chapter 7: The conclusions and future work are summarized in this chapter.  
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The literature review emphasises on lateral dynamics control (yaw stability control) utilizing active 

steering, torque vectoring and differential braking as a control allocation strategy. Whereas the 

survey on vehicle vertical dynamics investigates only the benefits of integrating semi-active 

suspension with all mentioned above to enhance vehicle lateral stability. The study of ride comfort 

is not in the scope of this thesis.    

The literature survey is organized as follows: section 2.1 presents an introduction on vehicle 

dynamics control, afterwards section 2.2 describes several vehicle mathematical models, followed 

by control objectives in section 2.3. Active chassis control systems are discussed in section 2.4, 

while control allocation strategies are introduced in section 2.5, respectively. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Numerous research studies have been conducted in the past years in vehicle dynamics control 

(VDC). Vehicle lateral motion is significantly important as it determines the vehicle stability and 

safety in different operating and road conditions. Controlling the yaw motion is considered to be 

one of the most important techniques in vehicle lateral dynamics control, therefore implementing 

an effective control strategy can be achieved through multiple phases. In this literature, the main 

phases of yaw motion control are determining vehicle models, control objective, active chassis 

control and control allocation strategies [4], as shown in Figure 2-1. 

The vehicle lateral dynamics motion behaviour that can be represented by either linear (bicycle or 

single-track) or nonlinear vehicle dynamics model is described for the purpose of designing and 

evaluating the controller. The control objective is to maintain the vehicle’s stability and keep it on 

its desired trajectory at different driving scenarios. This can be achieved through controlling two 

variables - yaw rate and vehicle sideslip angle. Therefore, the actual vehicle yaw rate and sideslip 

angle should rapidly track the desired vehicle yaw rate and sideslip angle response. The vehicle 

can be unstable due to the following reasons: bad road conditions, sudden manoeuvres to avoid 

any obstacles and undesired driver’s command. This may cause the vehicle to become unstable 

and results in severe accidents. It is essential to control the yaw motion of the vehicle by 
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implementing an Active Chassis Control [3] to maintain the vehicle stable at any improper driving 

conditions to keep it on the desired trajectory and follow the driver’s command. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Yaw stability control for lateral dynamics control [4] 

 

Whereas vertical dynamics control can be classified into two categories Semi-Active Suspension 

(SAS) and Active suspension system (ASS) as shown in Figure 2-2. Normally, the main duty of 

the suspension is to provide ride comfort by isolating the vehicle’s sprung mass from the 

transmission of the uncomfortable frequencies generated from road irregularities. Also, to provide 

adequate cornering characteristics by preventing tires from losing contact with ground at high 

lateral acceleration. However, a conflict arises between the first and second requirements, since 

ride comfort needs soft suspension, while good cornering characteristics need stiff suspension to 

overcome the load variations caused by longitudinal and lateral load transfer. 
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Figure 2-2 Classification of suspension systems 

 

 

The traditional suspension is known as passive suspension, where it consists of a spring and 

damper that are mounted in parallel at each wheel of the vehicle. The spring functions to store and 

absorb energy, while the damper utilized to dissipate the vibration energy stored in the spring and 

both have fixed coefficients. Also, hold and connect the sprung and unsprung masses together. 

The SAS is relatively the same as traditional suspension, except it incorporates a controlled damper 

where the damping force in the shock absorber can be regulated according to the driving 

conditions. Figure 2-3 illustrates a schematic view of a semi-active suspension system. The 

regulated damping force can be attained by controlling the orifice area in the shock absorber, hence 

varying the resistance to fluid flow [5]. 
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Figure 2-3 Concept of Semi-Active Suspension System [5] 

 

While the concept of operation of an ASS is shown in Figure 2-4. The ASS is utilized to adjust and 

control the vehicle heave, pitch, and roll motions according to the driving conditions. The spring 

and shock absorber in a traditional system is replaced or assisted in parallel by a hydraulic or 

electromagnetic force actuator. Moreover, the actuator generates the force when required based on 

the operating conditions and performs independently regardless of the suspension condition. The 

vehicle is consistently monitored by sensors during its driving conditions. Furthermore, based on 

the signals received from the sensors, the force in the actuator is regulated to achieve better ride 

and handling performance. Thus, the conflict between offering ride comfort, suspension travel and 

wheel load variations can be compromised and resolved [5]. 

However, active suspension design is more complex, high weight to power ratio and significant 

external power needed. Unlike semi-active suspension that is simple in design, low energy use, 

easy to be implemented, simple control design and low cost [6-8].  
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Figure 2-4 Concept of Active Suspension System [5] 

 

2.2 Vehicle Mathematical Models 
 

To achieve a controller that controls the yaw motion of any given vehicle, it must begin by 

describing all the forces and moments that act on the vehicle and represent its motion dynamics 

based on Newton-Euler's second law. Normally the mathematical vehicle model classifies into two 

models, which are the nonlinear and linearized vehicle models. These two models will be discussed 

in detail in the following subsections. 

 

2.2.1 Linear model (Bicycle or single-track model) 
 

The linear vehicle model has been used in many research studies as in [9-16] for controller 

purposes design to realize the yaw stability control. Generally, the linear mathematical model is 

simplified from the non-linear model based on some assumptions as follows: 

 Roll and pitch motion are ignored. 

 Longitudinal vehicle dynamics are neglected. 

 Vehicle tires behave linearly (in the linear region). 

 Aerodynamic and rolling resistance are neglected. 
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 Longitudinal speed of vehicle is constant. 

 Lateral and longitudinal load transfer are neglected. 

 The steering angle of any axle is considered to be the average steering angle of the right 

and left wheels.  

 A small angle approximation is considered in the derivation of the vehicle model 

 In steady state the rate of change of vehicle side slip angle and yaw rate assumed to be 

equal zero, βp =  rp = 0. 

The linear model has two degrees of freedoms (DOF) which are the rate of change of yaw motion 

and lateral velocity as shown in Figure 2-5. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Bicycle model (single-track model) 

 

Where the governing Equations of vehicle in lateral and yaw motions are listed below as follows 
in equations (2-1) and (2-2). 

q F/ = m rVp + rut (2-1) F/8 + F/. =  m rVp + rut  q Mu =  Iuurp (2-2) aF/8 +  bF/.  +  Mu =  Iuurp  
 

Where F/8 and F/. are the lateral forces at the front and rear tires, respectively, generated between 

the tires contact patch and the ground, Vp  and r are the rate of change of lateral velocity and the 

yaw motion respectively, m is the vehicle sprung mass, Iuu is the mass moment of inertia around 
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z-axis, u is the longitudinal speed and finally a and b are the distance between the front and rear 

axles to the vehicle centre of gravity (CG). 

Assuming linear tire characteristics, the cornering stiffness of the tires at the front and rear are 

described as follows in equation (2-3). 

Cv+ = F/+α+   (2-3) 

And the slip angles of the front and rear tires are described as follows in equations (2-4) and (2-5). 

α8 =  δ8 − wV − rau x 

 
(2-4) 

α. =  − wV − rbu x (2-5) 

After an algebraic manipulation will yield the rate of change of vehicle side slip angle and yaw 

rate in state-space form as follows in equations (2-6),(2-7) and (2-8). 

Xp =  AX + BU 
 

(2-6) Y = CX + DU 
 

(2-7) 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Cv8 + Cv.mu −aCv8 + bCv. − mu.mu.bCv. − aCv8I?? −a.Cv8 − b.Cv.I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr� + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ Cv8muaCv8I?? ⎦⎥⎥

⎤  δ (2-8) 

 

Where � and � are the state variables. Furthermore, the reference model or the desired vehicle side 

slip angle and yaw rate responses are normally generated using the linear model at steady state 

condition where  βp =  rp = 0. 

In case of multi-axles vehicles, the mathematical model and dynamic equations will be changed, 

hence [17] introduced a generalized multi-axle technique to develop the dynamic equations in 

state-space form for any given arbitrarily number of steered and un-steered multi-axle vehicle as 

shown in equation (2-9). 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ − ∑ C��8mu − ∑ x�C��8mu. − 1
− ∑ x�C��8I?? − ∑ x�C��8I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎤ �βr� + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ C8mu ⋯ C�mux8C�I?? ⋯ x�C�I?? ⎦⎥⎥

⎤ �δ8⋮δ�� (2-9) 
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2.2.2 Non-linear mathematical model 
 

The aim of using a nonlinear mathematical model is to represent the actual vehicle dynamics 

behaviour. Many research studies [18-20] have introduced a nonlinear mathematical model for 

purpose of designing and evaluating a controller to improve the vehicle’s lateral stability. An 

ordinary vehicle double-track nonlinear model in cornering manoeuvre is shown as follows in 

Figure 2-6. 

 

Figure 2-6 Double-track vehicle model 

The vehicle parameters are vehicle track width t, a and b are the distance between the front and 

rear axle to the vehicle centre of gravity respectively, the longitudinal speed  is �, the lateral 

velocity is V,  the yaw rate is r, the vehicle side slip angle is β, the front steering angle is δ, F= and F/ are the longitudinal and lateral forces respectively, while subscripts 1R,1L,2R,2L denote front 

axle right tire, front axle left tire, rear axle right tire, rear axle left tire respectively. 

At very low speed the tire behaves linearly which means that the lateral force increases linearly 

with increasing of tire slip angle at a given small angle, while the longitudinal force increases 

linearly at a given small slip ratio. When the tire slip angle and slip ratio increase, the tire exhibits 

nonlinear behaviour resulting in nonlinear lateral and longitudinal forces that can affect the vehicle 

dynamic motion, therefore, a nonlinear tire model has to be used to describe the nonlinear tire 

forces, a DUGOFF nonlinear tire model was introduced in [11, 21, 22] and in [9, 19, 23] PACEIKA 

tire model was utilized, while both nonlinear tire models were implemented in [24]. 
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The complexity of the nonlinear mathematical vehicle model is strongly dependent on the number 

of DOF utilized to describe the vehicle’s dynamic motion. A 7-DOF nonlinear model was 

investigated in [18, 25-27] to express the dynamic motion of the given vehicle model, which are 

longitudinal acceleration, lateral acceleration, yaw rate and the rotational motions of the four 

wheels. The governing equations of the 7-DOF nonlinear model are presented as follows in 

equations (2-10), (2-11), (2-12) and (2-13). 

Longitudinal motion 

q F= = m r�p − rvt (F=8� + F=8�) cos � + F=.� + F=.� −  (F�8� + F�8�) sin � = m r�p − rvt    (2-10) 

 

Lateral motion 

q F� = m rVp + rut (F=8� + F=8�) sin δ +  (F�8� + F�8�) cos δ + F�.� + F�.�  =  m rVp + rut 
(2-11) 

 

Yaw motion 

q Mu =  Iuurp t2 [(F=8� − F=8�) cos δ + (F�8� − F�8�) sin δ] + a[(F�8� + F�8�) cos δ + (F=8�+ F=8�) sin δ] + t2 (F=.� − F=.�) −  b(F�.� + F�.�)  +  Mu  =  Iuurp 
 

(2-12) 
 
 
 
 
 

The rotational motion of four wheels 4 DOF  IL+Aα�+A =  T(+A −  TV+A − F&+Ar)TT 
 

(2-13) 

 

Each wheel represents 1-DOF, where the mass moment of inertia of wheel is IL, the angular 

acceleration of wheel is α�, wheel driving torque is T( and braking torque is TV. longitudinal 

tractive or braking force is F&, while the effective rolling radius is r)TT. The subscripts i and j 

represent either front or rear axle and left or right wheel, respectively. 

It is notable that increasing the number of degrees of freedom that represent the vehicle’s dynamic 

motion can enhance the accuracy of the simulations. In these research studies [19-22, 24, 28-31] 
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an 8-DOF was utilized, including roll motion of the sprung mass, while in [9, 32, 33] adopted full 

vehicle model 14-DOF which are 6-DOF of sprung mass and 8-DOF of unsprung mass. 

Furthermore, different commercial software packages that utilize the full vehicle model (nonlinear 

model) as CARSIM or TRUCKSIM were used by [12, 34-38]. 

 

2.3 Control Objectives 
 

In vehicle lateral stability control, two important variables are used to determine vehicle yaw 

stability which is the vehicle sideslip angle β and yaw rate r. The control objective can be 

categorized into three control objectives as referred in [39] which are, controlling  vehicle sideslip 

angle, yaw rate or controlling both together as shown in Figure 2-7, to follow the desired sideslip 

and yaw signals. 

 

Figure 2-7 Control objectives of vehicle yaw stability control [4] 

 

The vehicle sideslip angle is simply defined as the angle between where the vehicle pointing and 

heading motion or in other words the tangent angle of vehicle lateral velocity divided by the 

longitudinal velocity. For sideslip angle control in a steady-state condition, the desired sideslip slip 

angle may be equal to zero as stated in [9, 12, 21, 24, 30, 40, 41], accordingly, achieving this 

condition or close enough to be equal to zero means enhancing vehicle’s lateral stability. An 

empirical formula was developed by [42], to compute the maximum allowable or maximum 

sideslip angle based on the road coefficient of adhesion as shown in equation (2-14) as follows. 

β�g& = tan'8(0.02μg) 
 

(2-14) 
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The second control objective in yaw stability control is controlling the vehicle yaw rate. The main 

goal of the yaw rate control is to be capable to maintain the actual vehicle yaw rate follow or to be 

imminent enough to the desired yaw rate reference model which will augment and enhance the 

vehicle’s manoeuvrability as referred in [13, 18, 19, 26, 28, 31, 43, 44]. Moreover, the desired yaw 

rate reference model is normally generated at the steady-state condition as mentioned in section 

(2.2.1). The desired yaw rate can be computed for two axles vehicle as follows in equation (2-15). 

r( =  U(a + b) + KQ* U. ∙ δ 

 
(2-15) 

Where KQ* stands for understeer coefficient and it is dependent on vehicle parameters as vehicle’s 

mass, front, and rear tires cornering stiffnesses, distances from the front and rear axles to vehicle’s 

CG and vehicle wheelbase and can be obtained using the following equation (2-16). 

KQ* =  m (bC, − aCT)(a + b) C,CT  

 
(2-16) 

In addition, [42] proposed an empirical formula to compute the maximum yaw rate based on the 

longitudinal speed and the road coefficient of adhesion as shown as follows in equation (2-17). 

r�g& = 0.85 μgu  (2-17) 

 

In order to realize the control objective, it is crucial to control both the vehicle sideslip angle and 

yaw rate and be able to track the desired yaw rate reference model. 

 

2.4 Active Chassis Control Systems 
 

Active chassis control can be applied to the vehicle’s longitudinal or lateral or vertical motion [3]. 

This study focuses on vehicle handling and lateral stability control. Various ACC strategies have 

been proposed to improve vehicle lateral dynamics in terms of controlling the yaw rate and vehicle 

sideslip angle. It is classified into three control strategies, which are Direct Yaw Moment Control 

(DYC), Active Steering Control (ASC) or an integration between both control systems [45] as 

shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8 Active chassis control [4] 

 

2.4.1 Active Steering Control (ASC) 
 

Active steering control is considered as one of the ACC techniques to ensure vehicle yaw stability 

and enhance its handling and manoeuvrability behaviour at steady-state and transient condition. 

Extensive research studies have been conducted in this field as stated in [23, 26, 46-49]. Normally 

the active steering control is classified into three control allocation strategies, the first control 

strategy is, AFS where the designed controller interferes adding a corrective steer angle to the 

driver steer angle input, where this corrective steer angle computed by the controller based on the 

errors between the desired and actual vehicle sideslip angle and yaw rate as referred in [40, 50-

53]. The second control strategy is, ARS where the designed controller steers only the rear axle 

wheels within limits. Generally, this limit does not exceed as far much as the front axle steer angle. 

while the last control strategy is AWS, where all the wheels are steerable based on the designed 

controller intervention as proposed in [37, 45, 54]. The difference between the three control 

strategies AFS, ARS and AWS are illustrated in Figure 2-9, Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 

respectively as follows. 
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Figure 2-9 Active front steering control (AFS) 

 

Figure 2-10 Active rear steering control (ARS) 

 

Figure 2-11 Active all wheel steering control (AWS) 
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In the case of AFS, the corrective front steer angle is considered to be the control input as it is 

added to the driver’s steering input, while in the case of ARS the control input is the corrective 

rear steer angle. Furthermore, in the AWS control strategy the corrective front and rear steer angle 

are the control input. Accordingly, the state-space matrix form for all these three control strategies 

can be expressed simultaneously as in the following equations (2-18), (2-19) and (2-20). 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Cv8 + Cv.mu −aCv8 + bCv. − mu.mu.bCv. − aCv8I?? −a.Cv8 − b.Cv.I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr� + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ Cv8muaCv8I?? ⎦⎥⎥

⎤ ( δ���;��� +  δ������C ;��) 

 

(2-18) 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Cv8 + Cv.mu −aCv8 + bCv. − mu.mu.bCv. − aCv8I?? −a.Cv8 − b.Cv.I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr� + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ Cv8mu Cv.muaCv8I??

bCv.I?? ⎦⎥⎥
⎤ ¡  δ���;��� δ������C ;��¢ 

 

(2-19) 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Cv8 + Cv.mu −aCv8 + bCv. − mu.mu.bCv. − aCv8I?? −a.Cv8 − b.Cv.I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr� + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ Cv8mu Cv.muaCv8I??

bCv.I?? ⎦⎥⎥
⎤ ¡ δ���;��� +  δ������C ;�� δ������C ;�� ¢ 

 

(2-20) 

Generally, the AFS, ARS and AWS are dependent on tire lateral force, which behaves linearly at 

a small slip angle only in the linear region. at a low-speed cornering manoeuvre, the lateral 

acceleration is not high resulting in a small vehicle sideslip angle, therefore the active steering 

control can attain an adequate result in terms of vehicle handling and stability performance. 

However, near limit handling at high speed, the vehicle experiences higher lateral acceleration 

leading to a large vehicle sideslip angle, accordingly the tire exhibits nonlinear characteristics thus, 

the desired performance can not only be achieved by active steering control [55, 56]. 

2.4.2 Direct Yaw Moment Control 
 

Various research studies have been conducted in yaw stability control utilizing direct yaw moment 

control with several allocation strategies techniques as stated in [9-12, 20, 21, 28-31, 38, 57]. The 

desired corrective moment needed to be generated by the controller is based on the difference 

between the desired vehicle sideslip angle and yaw rate from the reference model and the actual 

vehicle sideslip angle and yaw rate as shown in Figure 2-12. Based on the error, a desired corrective 

yaw moment is produced by coordination of selective wheel braking. Torque vectoring or active 

differential is a different control allocation strategy where the desired corrective yaw moment is 
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produced by side-to-side torque distribution difference as implemented in [32, 33, 58, 59]. 

Moreover, a slip controller needs to be designed for each tire to prevent it from exceeding the slip 

peak ratio and maintain it to work at the maximum limit. 

 

 

Figure 2-12 Direct yaw moment control (DYC)  

 

The state-space matrix form for DYC is introduced as follows in equation (2-21), whereas Mu 

represents the corrective yaw moment as an input to the lower control level. 

 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Cv8 + Cv.mu −aCv8 + bCv. − mu.mu.bCv. − aCv8I?? −a.Cv8 − b.Cv.I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr� + ⎣⎢⎢
⎡ Cv8muaCv8I?? ⎦⎥⎥

⎤  δ +  � 01I??� ΔMu (2-21) 

 

2.4.3 Integrated Active Chassis Control 
 

In recent years active chassis control [3] has gradually become implemented on most vehicles in 

the market due to its great effect on improving vehicle handling performance as stated in [55].  

The integration can be implemented by various chassis control strategies as active steering with 

DYC (active braking) or with active/semi-active suspension which improves vehicle handling 

performance or an integration of all these control strategies together as performed in [25, 36, 56, 

60, 61]. In order to achieve the control objectives, sideslip motion can be controlled by generating 

sufficient lateral forces while yaw motion can be controlled by generating the desired yaw moment. 
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Hence the integration of active steering and DYC can realize this objective as implemented in [13, 

14, 18, 22, 24, 56, 62-68]. This integration technique relies on providing a desired corrective yaw 

moment and steer angles as a control input to the vehicle based on the errors of the desired and 

actual sideslip and yaw rate motion as illustrated in Figure 2-13). 

 

 

Figure 2-13 Integrated AWS-DYC 

 

The state-space matrix form for the integrated AWS-DYC is expressed as follows in equation 

(2-22), while the control input for a lower controller level is the corrective front and rear steer 

angle and the corrective yaw moment. 

 

yβprp z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Cv8 + Cv.mu −aCv8 + bCv. − mu.mu.bCv. − aCv8I?? −a.Cv8 − b.Cv.I?? u ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr�
+ ⎣⎢⎢

⎡ Cv8mu Cv.mu 0aCv8I??
bCv.I??

1I??⎦⎥⎥
⎤ ¤ δ���;��� +  δ������C ;�� δ������C ;��ΔMu

¥ 

(2-22) 
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2.5 Control Allocation Strategies 
 

This section will be discussing the numerous control allocation strategies that have been proposed 

in the past three decades based on each ACC system as described in section (2.4). 

 

2.5.1 Active steering control (ASC) allocation strategy 
 

As explained previously in section (2.4.1), ASC has been taken into attention by researchers in the 

past three decades. the evolution of ASC has started in 1986, by [69] introducing a control strategy 

to steer the rear wheels beside the front wheels. The objective of this study was to keep the sideslip 

angle at the vehicle centre of gravity to be zero known as vehicle zero side slip (ZSS). At low 

speed, the rear wheels exhibit counter phase while at the high-speed same phase (Parallel), which 

allows higher manoeuvrability at low speed and enhanced stability at high speed. However. it is 

not recommended that the steering control is activated over the whole speed range, because this 

will lead the vehicle to have a great tendency to understeer. Accordingly, designing two individual 

steering control systems for low and high speed is recommended to solve such a problem. Or 

different control technique should be adopted to steer all the front and rear wheels simultaneously 

in the meantime. 

Later, [70] has proposed a robust control approach of AFS to enhance vehicle stability and prevent 

it from spinning by introducing the bifurcation concept, the study indicates that  the vehicle 

behaves in instability manner due to reaching the saddle-node bifurcation which is strongly 

dependent on the rear tire lateral force saturation. H∞ controller is designed to control the front 

wheel steer angle considering the uncertainties. Another robust AFS control technique has been 

introduced by [71] considering two linear models with 2-DOF (bicycle model) and 3-DOF to 

describe vehicle dynamics which are lateral, yaw and roll motion. H∞ controller and µ-synthesis 

have been used considering the uncertainties, the simulation results in this study show the 

advantages and the improvements in vehicle performance when considering the roll motion 

especially when the vehicle suspensions are soft, which are fewer tracking errors, good ride 

quality, smaller gains obtained using 3DOF model and fewer oscillations compared to 2DOF 

model. 
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An AFS strategy using a feedforward and feedback H∞ controller conducted by [26]. A linear 

vehicle model has been used for synthesis analysis considering uncertainties due to the variations 

of road conditions and speed. [72] presented AFS control strategy based on a mixed H. norm and H§ norm controller (H./H§) to improve the vehicle handling performance. While [73] proposed 

a different control approach, where the proposed control technique seems to be more applicable, 

stated that in order to achieve controller more robustness under any driving condition, the designed 

controller has to be under any unstable conditions be able to transform the control information to 

an appropriate value range to tune the control output by a dependent degree. Consequently, a 

combination between H§/extension controller has been introduced. A comparison has been 

carried out between the proposed  (H§/extension) and  (H./H§) controls, the results show that 

the proposed strategy can reduce the vehicle sideslip at a low coefficient of adhesion and the 

response time about 30 percent as a result, enhancement in vehicle handling performance can be 

achieved.  

Even though AFS control has an advantage in preventing the vehicle from undesired yaw motion 

caused by uncertainties either due to driving or road conditions, the intervention of the AFS system 

can cause an unpleased impact on the driver’s intentions. Accordingly, a trade-off between the 

control performance and the robustness needs to be compromised. as well as due to nonlinear tire 

characteristics, AFS becomes less effective when the lateral tire forces reach the limits of adhesion 

due to the variation of cornering stiffens especially at high speeds. Thus, ARS is introduced to 

compensate for saturation of the front tire lateral forces. 

In 1986, Sano et al.[74] has introduced an ARS system as a function of front steering wheel angle 

and vehicle’s speed, where at high speed the rear wheels steer were steered in the same direction 

as the front wheels and at low speeds they were steered in opposite direction as in [69]. Later, [75] 

conducted a robust feedback µ-synthesis ARS system. Another research study has been 

investigated in ARS by [76] using the H∞-µ synthesis technique to control sideslip angle. The 

proposed approach utilized the 2-DOF model, the controller is activated based on the sum of 

feedforward and feedback control variables. while a comparison has been carried out by [32] 

between two different chassis control actuators, which are active rear differential (ARD) and 

Active rear-wheel steering (ARS). In this study, a robust non-parametric approach has been used 
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based on the internal model control technique based on H∞. The results show that the RWS 

achieved better performance than ARD in terms of preventing the vehicle from oversteer. 

Multi-axle vehicles have been utilized in various fields, as in military domain and heavy 

commercial trucks. Because of many advantages that are possessed by these configurations, such 

as improving handling performance in terms of high steering capability in tight manoeuvres and 

also providing smoother ride over road irregularities. Furthermore, the loads are distributed on 

multiple axles which leads to enhancement in vehicle stability. Various studies have been 

conducted on multi-axle vehicle configurations as presented by [77] on a vehicle 6WS-6WD, 

where a 6WS control allocation strategy was implemented and compared to 2WS and 4WS modes. 

A 2-DOF linear model was used to describe the vehicle motion dynamics and for frequency 

analysis. The results show that a less lateral acceleration and sideslip angle were achieved by 6WS 

compared to 2WS and 4WS. [78] proposed an ARS control strategy for a 8 × 8 combat vehicle 

6WS-8WD, where only the fourth axle wheels are actively steerable. A 2-DOF single track model 

was introduced in this study to express vehicle dynamics and also used for a comparison between 

using LQR and ZSS controller. The results show that the ZSS technique is only effective at low 

speed. Accordingly, the author recommended using both controllers separately where ZSS is 

activated at low speed while LQR at high speed. while later [79] performed a different control 

strategy for the same 8 × 8 combat vehicle model where all the rear wheels are actively steerable 

8WS-8WD. The control structure of ARS is based on combining ZSS and LQR (ZSS-LQR) 

controllers to steer the third and fourth axle wheels independently to reduce the vehicle sideslip 

angle. The effectiveness of the proposed controller was evaluated based on standard test 

manoeuvres to investigate the vehicle handling performance at a steady and transient state. A 

comparison has been performed against vehicles without the controller and only active fourth axle 

wheel steering controller, where the results show an improvement achieved by the proposed 

controller with regard to minimizing the sideslip angle.  

2.5.2 Direct yaw moment control allocation strategies 
 

As discussed in section (2.4.2), all the implemented control allocation strategies rely on ACC. this 

section will be introducing the research studies in the past years that carried out utilizing direct 

yaw moment control (DYC) either by active differential or active braking. 
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In 1993, Huh et al. has introduced a new control strategy called “β ‒ Method”, the proposed 

method aimed to control the yaw moment in proportion to vehicle longitudinal and lateral 

acceleration by means of controlling the tractive and braking forces [80]. A full range of motions 

has been established to describe vehicle characteristics in the nonlinear region and transient states 

in schematic representation based on vehicle sideslip angle β at its center of gravity and front-

wheel steering angle as illustrated in Figure 2-14. The results show that the used technique can be 

greatly effective in improving vehicle performance at limit handling. Also controlling the 

distribution of tractive and braking force by using this method can lead to maximizing the tire 

lateral forces. Later, [81] studied generating corrective yaw moment by transversely torque 

distribution method on a vehicle 4WD equipped with continuously variable transmission (CVT) 

mechanism. The control allocation algorithm was implemented using proportional and integral 

control (PI) based on the yaw rate feedback reference model. Based on the simulation results 

improvements were achieved in terms of vehicle handling and manoeuvrability performance at 

high lateral acceleration and in energy loss compared to other differential torque transfer 

mechanisms. A different torque distribution control technique was introduced by [82] based on 

front to rear axles and left to right axle torque ratio. The front to rear distribution ratio is based on 

the actual and desired yaw rate (yaw error), while the left to right torque ratio is based on the 

desired and actual lateral acceleration (ay error) using a PI controller. Although, [83] investigated 

a torque vectoring control strategy for active rear axle that is implemented on vehicle model 

equipped with a transfer case to control the front to rear torque distribution ratio. A sliding mode 

controller has been proposed to achieve the desired performance. 

 

Figure 2-14 β-yaw moment diagram [80] 
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In 1999, Abe et al. introduced DYC obtained by sliding mode control (SMC), a non-linear tire 

model was developed to predict the sideslip angle β and to compute the corrective yaw moment 

generated by the controller [84]. The author mentioned that it is better to consider a sideslip 

response as a reference model than to adopt a yaw rate response as the reference model for the 

controller, due to the large side slip angle that can be induced when the rear tire lateral forces 

deteriorated. A hierarchical control strategy has been conducted by [85] for an electric vehicle in-

wheel motor, where the upper-level controller is a PID controller to maintain the vehicle speed 

constant, while the lower level controller is adaptive sliding mode control (ASMC) to generate the 

corrective moment also s slip ratio controller is designed based on fuzzy logic control. A 7-DOF 

model and non-linear tire model have been used in this study. Based on the obtained results the 

vehicle sideslip angle has been reduced explicitly hence, a good vehicle handling performance was 

achieved. 

An active braking control strategy was conducted to enhance vehicle performance in critical limit 

cornering by [86]. The author represented the effective range for each ACC system in form of 

vehicle friction circles for each system as illustrated in Figure 2-15 and based on that active braking 

was chosen to be control input in this study. The focus of the study was to investigate which wheel 

should be selected for braking in order to generate maximum corrective yaw moment. it was found 

that when a vehicle exhibits an extreme increase of sideslip angle at its centre of gravity, hence the 

rear wheels skid (oversteer). Consequently, the front outer wheel brake torque should be activated, 

in other words, an outward yaw moment is useful in such a case. However, the inward yaw moment 

is useful when front tires lateral forces reach the saturation limit (understeer) as demonstrated in 

Figure 2-16. Later, [87] proved which wheel should be selected to braking torque, to generate 

maximum corrective yaw moment needed based on various simulation tests on different road 

coefficients of adhesion. The results show that in case if the vehicle tends to spin (oversteer), thus 

the brake torque should be applied at the front outer wheel, where the maximum corrective yaw 

moment can be obtained. while in case if the vehicle tends to drift out (understeer) the torque brake 

should be applied at the rear inner wheel. One of the obtained results at dry and slippery road 

surface is shown in Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18, demonstrate at which wheels the maximum 

corrective moment is obtained. The controller was used in this study to generate the corrective 

moment is H§. 
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Figure 2-15 Effective range of each sub-control system in ACC [86] 

 

Figure 2-16 Change of corrective yaw moment by braking force for each wheel [86] 

 

Figure 2-17 Corrective yaw moment versus slip ratio based on where brake torque is applied on a dry 
road [87] 
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Figure 2-18 Corrective yaw moment versus slip ratio based on where brake torque is applied on a slippery road 
[87] 

Another study has been conducted by [38] using gain schedule H§ control to obtain an optimal 

braking force needed to improve the vehicle’s lateral stability. A supervisory of disturbance 

estimation is implemented based on driver steering input to guarantee the exact feed-forward yaw 

moment. While [88] proposed an electronic stability control (ESC) algorithm for 4 in-wheel 

electric vehicle. Three driving/braking torque distribution control strategies, the first strategy is 

equally distributed torque for each wheel in the same axle, the second strategy is, torque distributed 

on each axle based on the dynamic load on each tire, the third strategy is by using an optimization 

technique. An upper controller is designed to generate corrective yaw moment and Fuzzy logic 

PID controller is designed to control wheels’ slip. 

In 2005, Hancock et al. performed a comparison between two allocation strategies which are active 

differential and differential braking via a single design approach using Linear Quadratic Regulator 

Control (LQR) [89]. It was concluded that the control method prevented the tires from reaching 

the saturation limit and as a result, it can generate greater corrective yaw moment. As well as there 

would not be benefits of combining both systems, however, the coordination between the selection 

of braking wheels in active braking control strategy is easy to be implemented and could enhance 

the vehicle behaviour in critical driving scenarios if the coordination between the wheels is 

employed than only single wheel braking.  

In general, there are several types of vehicle drivetrains such as front-wheel drive (FWD), rear-

wheel drive (RWD) and all-wheel drive (AWD). It was recommended by [90] to apply right to left 
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torque vectoring control to both front and rear wheels in case of AWD. However, to avoid 

complexity it’s preferred to be applied to rear wheels. Figure 2-19 illustrates the vehicle dynamics 

limit for employing torque vectoring with front TV, rear TV and with front and rear TV. 

 

Figure 2-19 Vehicle dynamics limit with AWD [90] 

Optimization methods have been used in many industry sectors, one of these sectors is the 

automotive industry. Many researchers have incorporated various optimization techniques 

(classical or metaheuristic) in order to obtain optimized tire forces that can enhance vehicle 

performance and save energy. One of these studies has been conducted by [91] by introducing a 

torque vectoring using a genetic fuzzy controller to distribute the desired torque left to right for 

each axle based on the normal load on each tire and PI controller has been designed for the desired 

front to rear torque distribution for an electric vehicle with in-wheel motors.  

Also, one of the commonly used optimization-based controllers in the industry field is the Model 

Predictive Control (MPC) due to its simplicity to be designed and incorporate constraints on the 

control input and the given state variables, accordingly, [92] introduced a comparison between 

constrained MPC and un-constrained LQR control approach for an electric vehicle, applying 

torque vectoring only on the rear axle. The design of the controller is mainly based on the slip 

ratios of the rear axle tires, according to these ratios, the controller determines the needed torque 

to each wheel that maintain them below the slip ratio threshold. As well as a reference model at 

steady state is designed using a non-liner mathematical and tire vehicle model. the simulations 

results show that the MPC controller stabilized the vehicles faster than the LQR controller near 

limit of lateral acceleration, also [93] performed a comparison between using MPC and LQR in 
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controlling yaw motion of four-wheel-drive vehicle (4WD) based on physical tire dynamics 

constraints, such as lateral and longitudinal tire forces limitations, tire nonlinearity behaviour and 

output torque limitations. The MPC controller results show better performance than LQR. The 

simulations have been carried out on different test manoeuvres such as DLC and step steering. 

In 2015, Siampis et al. compared two different control strategies, the first proposed control strategy 

applied the torque vectoring on the rear wheels, while the second strategy was conducted by 

controlling the slip ratio for rear wheels [94]. The two control strategies were designed utilizing 

(MPC) and a nonlinear vehicle and tire model have been utilized to generate a reference model. 

The results showed that no notable difference between the two strategies except for much 

computational time for the first control strategy. As well as the results showed that constraining 

wheels’ torque and combining both strategies give better results and enhance the vehicle limit 

handling. [95] introduced a torque vectoring control allocation using (MPC) for electric vehicle 

independent wheel drive. The proposed approach used a linear bicycle model for the selected 

vehicle, where a quadratic optimization problem is generated in each time step of the simulation 

to achieve the desired optimal torque distribution for each driving wheel to enhance the vehicle’s 

handling behaviour. the results showed that the vehicle handling dynamics have been improved 

compared to uncontrolled vehicle especially, at low coefficient of friction. 

For multi-axle vehicles DYC allocation strategies. [96] introduced an optimal torque vectoring 

allocation strategy for a vehicle 8WD/4WS to enhance vehicle handling behaviour. A hierarchical 

control structure has been designed, consists of upper-level control, to generate the desired 

corrective moment and optimal lower-level control to generates the optimal tire forces that satisfy 

tire friction ellipse. The wheels’ torque distribution is based on the yaw rate and vehicle sideslip 

angle errors. Whereas [97] proposed an ESC control strategy for 8 electric driving motors in 

wheels. A hierarchical order incorporated a sliding mode control as an upper-level control, while 

an optimal lower-level control has been designed to generate an optimal driving and braking torque 

for 8 in-wheel electric motors. A multi-axle 8WD/4WS combat vehicle model has been 

investigated by [98], a PID controller was implemented to generate a corrective yaw moment by 

torque vectoring only on the rear two axles based on a 2-DOF linear model, later active braking 

integrated with ABS were employed  on the same vehicle model to improve the vehicle handling 

and stability performance by [99]. 
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2.5.3 Integrated chassis control allocation strategies 
 

This section discusses the numerous control approaches in ICC that have been proposed in the past 

years. The reason behind the integration of multiple sub-system control is that each sub-system 

has its own effective range, for example, 4WS has been addressed by many research studies, 

however, at higher lateral acceleration and due to the non-linear tire characteristics, improvements 

of vehicle handling performance cannot be achieved due to the deterioration of cornering stiffness 

of the tire due to the saturation of tire lateral forces. Therefore the desired enhancements are limited 

at linear tire range, consequently integration of another sub-system as DYC can compensate this 

limitation in non-linear range. [86, 100] represented the effective ranges for each sub-system based 

on the tire fiction circle concept as demonstrated in Figure 2-20. 

 

Figure 2-20 Effective areas of AWS and DYC [100] 

Integration of multiple sub-systems as active steering, torque vectoring, differential braking and 

active suspension has evolved recently at different levels and each of these sub-systems has a 

different influence on enhancing vehicle performance in terms of handling, ride comfort and 

safety. However, intervention between these integrated sub-systems together considered to be a 

big challenge for the reason that it could lead to impair the vehicle performance. Accordingly, 

interventions and overlapping between these sub-systems should be avoided since they have 

different control actions in order to improve overall vehicle performance. 

In general, ICC allocation strategy classified into two approaches, the first approach is centralized 

control structure (top-down) where the central or higher controller is in charge to make all control 

decision as illustrated in Figure 2-21, while the second approach is decentralized control structure 

(bottom-up) where each sub-system is controlled independently without communication to the 
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other controllers. However, the coordination or the interaction with the other sub-systems could 

be realized by adding bus system between the controllers to perform the specific task [55] as shown 

in Figure 2-22. 

 

 

Figure 2-21 Centralized control structure (top-down) [101] 

 

Figure 2-22 Decentralized control structure (bottom-up) [101] 

 

The following sub-sections will be describing both approaches centralized and decentralized 

control allocation structures. 

2.5.3.1 Centralized control allocation strategy 
 

Most of the research studies that have been carried out on integrating active steering/ active braking 

adopt centralized control approach, the reason for that is, the implementation of both sub-systems 

can achieve the desired performance. However, the centralized control approach requires a 

powerful hardware controller due to the high computational effort needed to satisfy the control 

approach obligations [55]. 
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One of the earliest studies that have investigated an integration between active steering and active 

braking was done by [102], where coordination between ARS and 4-wheel independently braking. 

A linear model is used to represent the vehicle dynamics and the coordination between ARS and 

active braking were achieved using a robust servomechanism controller to track the yaw rate, later, 

an AFS is integrated with braking force distribution were presented by [103] using model-

matching control technique comprising a reference model is obtained based on  ZSS rule based on 

ARS and a feedforward and feedback controllers. The results shows a great improvement in 

reducing vehicle sideslip angle, while, [104] integrated AFS and font braking forces distribution 

using fuzzy logic control (FLC) based on a 3-DOF vehicle model. 

In 2013, Doumiati et al. proposed different control allocation by coordinating AFS with active rear 

braking [105]. The coordination was performed through gain scheduled linear parametric varying 

(LPV), the upper controller is designed to generate the corrective moment and corrective steering 

angle is H§, where AFS is only activated during normal driving condition while both actuators are 

implied near limit handling. Though, [14, 106] investigated a control allocation strategy via 

AFS/DB based on MPC, while, [62] used SMC. 

However, [56] introduced a comparison between three different combinations of ICC which are 

DYC+AFS, DYC+ARS and DYC+AFS+ARS. The results show the superiority of combining the 

three sub-systems over DYC+AFS and DYC+ARS in terms of expanding the vehicle stability 

limit. 

Integrating active roll control (ARC) in ICC can have an indirect effect in enhancing vehicle lateral 

stability especially at higher lateral acceleration, handling limit and rollover prevention. ARC can 

be integrated with coordination with ASC and DYC systems as introduced by [107, 108], 3-DOF 

model was used to describe vehicle dynamics which are lateral, yaw and roll motion, while the 

control structure consists of four sub-systems which are active steering, active differential, active 

braking and active roll control and a slip ratio controller is designed as lower control level. The 

coordination strategy between all these sub-systems is accomplished based on an FLC while the 

activation of all sub-control systems is based on multivariable vehicle states. 

An optimal technique has been developed by [109] to compute and distribute tire tractive/ braking 

and cornering forces by optimization considering the road coefficient of adhesion limits, assuming 

all wheels can be driving, braking and steering. Based on vehicle yaw rate and sideslip angle 
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feedback, equalities and un-equalities constraints have been established to provide the desired tire 

forces based on tire friction circle limit and corrective moment by dividing the controller into two 

control loops main and servo loop. However, [110] utilized quadratic programming optimization 

technique to obtain the desired forces using SMC as in the main loop while actuators action are 

considered by servo-loop. 

For multi-axles vehicles, [111] introduced active middle axle wheel steering integrated with DYC 

for 6WS-6WD combat vehicles. The control structure based on SMC to generate the desired 

driving forces and corrective moment and a PI-speed controller, as well as a feed-forward 

controller is designed to compute the corrective middle steer wheel angle. The distribution of 

driving/braking forces is optimally determined based on the tire friction circle. The results show 

an improvement has been achieved in terms of vehicle handling performance, while [112] 

performed a TV integrated with ARS only for the fourth axle for a 6WS-8WD combat vehicle 

equipped with an electric powertrain. The upper controller is designed to generate the corrective 

yaw moment is LPV‒ H§, while a feed-forward controller is implemented to determine the fourth 

axle corrective steering wheels angle. The coordination between both sub-control systems has been 

carried out utilizing a Gaussian distribution switching curve at different speed range to warrant a 

smooth collaboration.    

 

2.5.3.2 Decentralized control allocation strategy 
 

An integration of sub-control systems has been compared to the other two control allocation 

strategies without integration by [113] to assess the merits of each control system. the proposed 

three control strategies are ARS, DYC brake-based and AFS+ARS+DYC respectively using 

nonlinear predictive control. The results show that ARS is not effective during braking scenarios 

in cornering, DYC is capable to track the yaw rate reference model. However, it is not convenient 

to zero-side slip control while the integrated sub-systems control has achieved better performance 

than the other systems. [114] proposed coordination between AFS+DYC driving/braking based 

using two independent controllers SMC and phase plane method. AFS is activated in low to mid-

range lateral acceleration while DYC at limit handling. 
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Multi sub-control systems have been implemented combining active aerodynamics (AAC), ARS, 

TV and semi-active suspension by [115], where the objective is to improve the vehicle’s overall 

performance. LQR controller is designed to generate a corrective yaw moment and corrective rear 

steer angle, while the coordination between the sub-control systems is conducted utilizing a rule-

based method. [116] integrated AFS, DYC and ARC using FLC and PID, while in [15, 36] utilized 

SMC. 
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Chapter 3 Multi-Wheeled Combat Vehicle Validation and Mathematical 

Modeling 
 

This chapter introduces the validated TRUCKSIM vehicle model and all the vehicle’s 

mathematical models developed for control design purposes, furthermore the reference yaw rate 

model.  

3.1 TRUCKSIM Full Vehicle Model 
 

A full vehicle model of 22 degrees of freedom (DOF) and non-linear measured tire manufacturer 

data is used for dynamic simulation. The vehicle’s sprung mass has three rotational motions, roll, 

pitch, and yaw and three linear motion, surging, lurching, and bouncing, for a total of 6 DOF. The 

unsprung masses’ motion, each wheel has two DOF spin and vertical motion, for a total of 16 DOF 

for 8 wheels. The TRUCKSIM vehicle model is developed based on the actual multi-wheeled 

combat vehicle as illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 (a) actual combat vehicle model [1] and (b) TRUCKSIM vehicle mode [98] 

 

The TRUCKSIM vehicle model was comprehensively validated and modeled by [117, 118] on 

various standard maneuver tests at different speeds. Moreover, the results obtained from software-

in-loop simulation were compared against the actual combat vehicle experimental results in real 

life scenarios [119]. Hence, all the designed controllers on MATLAB & SIMULINK will be in co-

simulation with this validated TRUCKSIM vehicle model to evaluate the controllers’ effectiveness 

with respect to this full vehicle model.  
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Note: The relevant vehicle data and parameters can not be disclosed in this thesis as they are 

considered to be confidential. 

3.2 Linear Mathematical Model for Active All Wheel Steering  
 

A traditional bicycle vehicle model (single-track model) of 2-DOF is introduced to describe the 

lateral and yaw motion of the vehicle for LQR control design as shown in Figure 3-2. Several 

assumptions have been made to simplify the complexity of vehicle motion dynamics; the 

assumptions are as follows.  

 Roll and pitch motion are ignored. 

 Longitudinal vehicle dynamics are neglected. 

 Vehicle tires behave linearly (in linear region). 

 Aerodynamic and rolling resistance are neglected. 

 Longitudinal speed of vehicle is constant. 

 Lateral and longitudinal load transfer are neglected. 

 The steering angle of the first, second, third and fourth axle is considered to be the 

average steering angle of the right and left wheels.  

 A small angle approximation is considered in the derivation of the vehicle model. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Bicycle model for multi-wheeled combat vehicle with Active-AWS 
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Equation of motion of two DOF bicycle model 

 

q F/+ = m rVp + rut (3-1) F/8 + F/. + F/ª + F/« =  m rVp + rut 

q ¬ =  Iuurp (3-2) aF/8 +  bF/. +  cF/ª +  dF/« =  Iuurp 
Where the lateral forces and slip angles of the linear mathematical model are calculated for each 
axle as follows. F/+ =  Cv+ α+ (3-3) α8 =  δ8® − wV + rau x (3-4) 

α. =  δ.® − wV + rbu x (3-5) 

αª =  δª − wV − rcu x (3-6) 

α« =  δ« − wV − rdu x (3-7) 

 

Solving for Vehicle Lateral Motion Equation  

 By substituting and re-arranging equations (3-3) to (3-7) into equation (3-1) yields as follows. 

2Cv8 δ8® + 2Cv. δ.® + 2Cvª δª + 2Cv« δ« + [−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«] Vu+ y−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv«U z � =  m rVp + rUt  (3-8) 

 

 Now divide both sides by m yields as follows 2Cv8m  δ8® + 2Cv.m  δ.® + 2Cvªm  δª + 2Cv«m  δ« + y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«m z Vu+ y−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv«m u z r =  rVp + rut 
(3-9) 

 

Then isolating for Vp  yields as follows  2Cv8m  δ8® + 2Cv.m  δ.® + 2Cvªm  δª + 2Cv«m  δ« + y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«m z Vu+ ¡−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv« − mU.m u ¢ r =  Vp  (3-10) 
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By dividing both sides by �, will yield the final equation for vehicle lateral motion as follows. 

 

 w2Cv8mu x δ8® +  w2Cv.mu x δ.® + w2Cvªmu x δª + w2Cv«mu x δ«+ y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«mU z Vu+ ¡−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv« − mU.mu. ¢ r =  Vpu 

(3-11) 

 

Solving for Vehicle Yaw Motion Equation  

By substituting and re-arranging equations (3-3) to (3-7) into equation (3-2) yields as follows. 2aCv8δ8® + 2bCv.δ.® − 2c Cvªδª − 2dCv«δ«+ [−2aCv8 − 2bCv. + 2cCvª + 2dCv«] Vu+ ¡−2a.Cv8 −  2 b. Cv. − 2c.Cvª −  2d.Cv«u ¢ r = Iuurp (3-12) 

 

By dividing both sides by Iuu, will yield the final equation for vehicle yaw motion as follows. 

w2aCv8Iuu x δ8® + w2bCv.Iuu x δ.® − w2c CvªIuu x δª − w2dCv«Iuu x δ«
+ y−2aCv8 − 2bCv. + 2cCvª + 2dCv«Iuu z VU+ ¡−2a.Cv8 −  2 b. Cv. − 2c.Cvª −  2d.Cv«Iuuu ¢ r = rp 

(3-13) 

 

By re-arranging equations (3-11) and (3-13) into state-space equations form((3-14) and (3-15)), 

the LQR vehicle plant model yielded as follows in equations  (3-16) and (3-17). 

Xp =  AX + BU (3-14) Y =  CX + DU (3-15) 
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Xp = yβrpp z
=

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«mu z ¡−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv« − mu.mu. ¢
y−2aCv8 − 2bCv. + 2cCvª + 2dCv«Iuu z ¡−2a.Cv8 −  2 b. Cv. − 2c.Cvª −  2d.Cv«IuuU ¢ ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr�
+ ⎣⎢⎢

⎡ w2Cv8mu x  w2Cv.mu x w2Cvªmu x w2Cv«mu x
w2aCv8Iuu x w2bCv.Iuu x − w2c CvªIuu x − w2dCv«Iuu x ⎦⎥⎥

⎤ ¯δ8®δ.®δªδ«
° 

   

 
(3-16) 

 

Y = �1 00 1� ���� + �0 0 0 00 0 0 0� ¯δ8®δ.®δªδ«
° (3-17) 

 

3.3 Linear Mathematical Model for Direct Yaw Moment Control 
 

A 2-DOF linear mathematical vehicle model is derived to represent the vehicle’s lateral and yaw 

motion for LQR control design as shown in Figure 3-3. Some assumptions have been assumed to 

simplify the vehicle’s dynamics complexity; the assumptions are as follows. 

 Roll and pitch motion are ignored. 

 Longitudinal vehicle dynamics are neglected. 

 Vehicle tires behave linearly (in linear region). 

 Aerodynamic and rolling resistance are neglected. 

 Longitudinal speed of vehicle is constant. 

 Lateral and longitudinal load transfer are neglected. 

 The steering angle of the first axle is considered to be the average steering angle of 

the right and left wheels.  

 The steering angle of the second axle is represented by ratio function of first axle 

steering angle δ. =  K.'8 δ8. 

 A small angle approximation is considered in the derivation of the vehicle model. 
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Figure 3-3 Bicycle model for multi-wheeled combat vehicle with DYC 

 

Equation of motion of two DOF bicycle model for DYC 

 

q F/+ = m rVp + rut (3-18) F/8 + F/. + F/ª + F/« =  m rVp + rut 

q Mu =  Iuurp (3-19) aF/8 +  bF/. +  cF/ª +  dF/« + Mu =  Iuurp 
 

Where the lateral forces and slip angles of the bicycle model are computed for each axle as follows. F/+ =  Cv+ α+ (3-20) α8 =  δ8 − wV + rau x (3-21) 

α. =  δ. − wV + rbu x (3-22) 

αª = − wV − rcu x (3-23) 

α« = − wV − rdu x (3-24) 

 

The average steering angle of the second axle can be expressed as a ratio of the average steering 

angle of the first axle according to Ackerman steering geometry [78, 112, 120] as follows. 

δ. =  K.'8 δ8 (3-25) 
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Solving for Vehicle Lateral Motion Equation  

 

By substituting and re-arranging equations (3-20) to (3-25) into equation (3-18) yields as 
follows. 

(2Cv8 +  K.'82Cv.)δ8 + [−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«] Vu+ y−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv«u z r =  m rVp + rut 
(3-26) 

 

Divide both sides by m. 

w2Cv8 + 2 K.'8Cv.m x δ8 + y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«m z Vu+ y−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv«mu z r =  rVp + rut 
(3-27) 

 

Now, isolate for Vp  
w2Cv8 + 2 K.'8Cv.m x δ8 + y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«m z Vu+ ¡−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv« − mU.mu ¢ r =  Vp  (3-28) 

 

By dividing both sides by u, will yield the final equation for vehicle lateral motion as follows. 

w2Cv8 + 2 K.'8Cv.mu x δ8 + y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«mu z Vu+ ¡−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv« − mU.mu. ¢ r =  Vpu 
(3-29) 

 

Solving for Vehicle Yaw Motion Equation  

 

By substituting and re-arranging equations (3-20) to (3-25) into equations (3-19) yields as 
follows. 

(2aCv8 + 2b K.'8Cv.)δ8 + [−2aCv8 − 2bCv. + 2cCvª + 2dCv«] Vu+ ¡−2a.Cv8 −  2b.Cv. −  2c.Cvª −  2d.Cv«u ¢ r + Mu =  Iuurp (3-30) 
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By dividing both sides by Iuu, will yield the final equation for vehicle yaw motion as follows. 

w2aCv8 + 2b K.'8Cv.Iuu x δ8 + y−2aCv8 − 2bCv. + 2cCvª + 2dCv«Iuu z Vu+ ¡−2a.Cv8 −  2b.Cv. −  2c.Cvª −  2d.Cv«Iuuu ¢ r + 1Iuu Mu =  rp (3-31) 

 

By re-arranging equations (3-29) and (3-31) into state-space equations form ((3-14) and (3-15)), 

the LQR vehicle plant model yielded as follows in equations (3-32) and (3-33). 

Xp = yβrpp z
=

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ y−2Cv8 − 2Cv. − 2Cvª − 2Cv«mu z ¡−2aCv8 −  2bCv. +  2cCvª +  2dCv« − mu.mu. ¢
y−2aCv8 − 2bCv. + 2cCvª + 2dCv«Iuu z ¡−2a.Cv8 −  2 b. Cv. − 2c.Cvª −  2d.Cv«Iuuu ¢ ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ �βr�
+ ⎣⎢⎢

⎡ w2Cv8 + 2 K.'8Cv.mu x 0
w2aCv8 + 2b K.'8Cv.Iuu x 1Iuu⎦⎥⎥

⎤ y δ8Muz 

(3-32) 

 

Y = �1 00 1� ���� + �0 00 0� y δ8¬z (3-33) 

 

3.4 Reference Yaw Rate Model 
 

 To enhance the vehicle’s stability and maneuverability, the controlled vehicle’s yaw rate and 

sideslip angle should follow the desired values. Therefore, the bicycle model is adopted to generate 

the reference model at steady state, where βp =  rp = 0 as follows. 

0 =  yA88 A8.A.8 A..z ���� + yB88B.8z �8 

 
(3-34) 

Where, A88 = �'.±²³'.±²´'.±²µ'.±²¶�Q �, A8. = �'.g±²³' .V±²´· .®±²µ· .(±²¶'�Q´�Q´ � 
             A.8 = �'.g±²³'.V±²´·.®±²µ·.(±²¶¸¹¹ �, A.. = �'.g´±²³' . V´ ±²´'.®´±²µ' .(´±²¶¸¹¹Q � 
             B88 = º.±²³·. »´¼³±²´�Q ½ and B.8 = º.g±²³·.V »´¼³±²´¸¹¹ ½ 
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Isolate for �βr� as follows. 

 �βr� = yA88 A8.A.8 A..z'8 y−B88−B.8z  δ8 

 
(3-35) 

After algebraic manipulation will yield at steady state the desired vehicle side slip angle and 

desired yaw response as follows. 

 yβ**r** z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡(A8.B.8) − (A..B88)(A88A..) − (A8.A.8)(A.8B88) − (A88B.8)(A88A..) − (A8.A.8)⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ δ8 

 

(3-36) 

By isolating for �__ and �__ the final equations are as follows. 

β** = ¡(A8.B.8) − (A..B88)(A88A..) − (A8.A.8)¢ δ8 (3-37) 

 

r** = ¡(A.8B88) − (A88B.8)(A88A..) − (A8.A.8)¢ δ8 (3-38) 

 

Although, the reference model generates the vehicle’s yaw rate and sideslip angle at steady state 

based on the steering input and longitudinal speed. These values need to be constrained based on 

the driving condition. Hence, [42] developed an empirical relationship to compute the desired 

vehicle’s yaw rate and sideslip. Therefore, the desired yaw rate response and desired vehicle 

sideslip angle are limited and bounded (Max and Min) by these empirical formulas as presented in 

equations (3-39) and (3-40). 

r**,®¾�*>,g+�)( = 0.85 μgu  (3-39) β**,®¾�*>,g+�)( = tan'8(0.02μg) (3-40) 
 

The r**,®¾�*>,g+�)( and β**,®¾�*>,g+�)( prohibit the yaw rate and sideslip angle obtained at steady 

state from exceeding the desired limit based on the driving condition such as coefficient of friction 

and speed. 

However, the desired vehicle sideslip is set to be equal zero for both control strategies Active-

AWS and DYC in all simulations as its recommended based on the literature review. 
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Note: a time delay of first order has been incorporated to only the reference model of Active-

AWS control strategy. This time delay r¿3ÀÁÂÃt is set to be equal 0.3 seconds. The time delay 

permits the yaw rate response at steady state to be retarded as follows.  

r()*,®¾�*>,g+�)( = 1τ()fg/S + 1 r** (3-41) 

 

3.5 Linear Mathematical Model for Semi-Active Suspension 
 

An 11-DOF linear mathematical model is presented to describe the motion of the multi-wheeled 

combat vehicle’s sprung and unsprung masses for the LQR control design’s purpose. The vehicle’s 

sprung mass has 3-DOF which are heave, pitch, and roll motions, while the unsprung masses each 

have 1-DOF, the vertical translational motion (bounce) with respect to sprung mass for a total 8-

DOF as shown in Figure 3-4. 

 

Figure 3-4 Multi-wheeled combat vehicle of 11-DOF with semi-active suspension 

Some assumptions have been assumed to simplify the complexity of the derivation of the vehicle 

model; these assumptions are as follows. 

 The vehicle’s longitudinal speed is constant. 

 Each wheel has only 1-DOF in the vertical direction (bounce). 
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 Road roughness (irregularities) are not considered (neglected). 

 Pitch center is assumed coincident with the vehicle’s center of gravity. 

 The modelling of the suspension between the sprung and un-sprung masses are viscous 

passive dampers and spring, while each tire is modelled as linear spring without damping. 

 A small angle approximation is considered in the derivation of the vehicle model. 

 

Equations of motion of 11-DOF for multi-wheeled combat vehicle with semi-active suspension 

Sprung mass heave motion 

q F?+ = m_ Ä̂_ (3-42) F*8� + F*8� + F*.� + F*.� + F*ª� + F*ª� + F*«� + F*«� + F(8� + F(8� + F(.� + F(.� + F(ª�+ F(ª� + F(«� + F(«� + F(?)® =  m_ Ä̂_ 

 

Sprung mass pitch motion 

The vehicle’s pitch motion can be graphically analyzed based on a half car model as illustrated in 
Figure 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-5 Multi-wheeled combat vehicle half car model 

 

q MÅ = IÅÅθÄ  (3-43) 
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(F*«� + F*«� + F(«� + F(«�)d + (F*ª� + F*ª� + F(ª� + F(ª�)c− (F*8� + F*8� + +F(8� + F(8�)a − (F*.� + F*.� + F(.� + F(.�)b + MP = I//θÄ  
  

Sprung mass roll motion 

The vehicle’s roll motion can be graphically represented based as depicted in Figure 3-6. 

 

Figure 3-6 Multi-wheeled combat vehicle’s roll motion representation 

 

q MÆ = IÆÆϕÄ  (3-44) 

m*gh,sinϕ + m*a/h,cosϕ + (F*8� + F*.� + F*ª� + F*«� + F(8� + F(.� + F(ª� + F(«�) t2− (F*8� + F*.� + F*ª� + F*«� + F(8� + F(.� + F(ª� + F(«�) t2 + MO = IÆÆϕÄ  
Where F*8�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the first axle = −K*8�(Z*8� − ZQ8�) F*8�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the first axle = −K*8�(Z*8� − ZQ8�) F*.�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the second axle = −K*.�(Z*.� − ZQ.�) F*.�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the second axle = −K*.�(Z*.� − ZQ.�) F*ª�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the third axle = −K*ª�(Z*ª� − ZQª�) F*ª�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the third axle = −K*ª�(Z*ª� − ZQª�) F*«�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the fourth axle = −K*«�(Z*«� − ZQ«�) F*«�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the fourth axle = −K*«�(Z*«� − ZQ«�) 
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F(8�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the first axle = −C(8�rZp *8� − Zp Q8�t F(8�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the first axle = −C(8�rZp *8� − Zp Q8�t F(.�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the second axle = −C(.�rZp *.� − Zp Q.�t F(.�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the second axle = −C(.�rZp *.� − Zp Q.�t F(ª�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the third axle = −C(ª�rZp *ª� − Zp Qª�t F(ª�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the third axle = −C(ª�rZp *ª� − Zp Qª�t F(«�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the fourth axle = −C(«�rZp *«� − Zp Q«�t F(«�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the fourth axle = −C(«�rZp *«� − Zp Q«�t F(?)C: the LQR corrective heave damper force. MP: the LQR corrective pitch moment. MO: the LQR corrective roll moment. 

 

Un-sprung masses vertical motion 

 

q F?+ = mQ+A ZÄ Q+A (3-45) F*8� + F(8� + F>8� + F(?8�)® = mQ8� ZÄ Q8� F*8� + F(8� + F>8� + F(?8�)® = mQ8� ZÄ Q8� F*.� + F(.� + F>.� + F(?.�)® = mQ.� ZÄ Q.� F*.� + F(.� + F>.� + F(?.�)® = mQ.� ZÄ Q.� F*ª� + F(ª� + F>ª� + F(?ª�)® = mQª� ZÄ Qª� F*ª� + F(ª� + F>ª� + F(?ª�)® = mQª� ZÄ Qª� F*«� + F(«� + F>«� + F(?«�)® = mQ«� ZÄ Q«� F*«� + F(«� + F>«� + F(?«�)® = mQ«� ZÄ Q«� 

Where F*8�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the first axle = −K*8�(ZQ8� − Z*8�) F*8�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the first axle = −K*8�(ZQ8� − Z*8�) 
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F*.�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the second axle = −K*.�(ZQ.� − Z*.�) F*.�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the second axle = −K*.�(ZQ.� − Z*.�) F*ª�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the third axle = −K*ª�(ZQª� − Z*ª�) F*ª�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the third axle = −K*ª�(ZQª� − Z*ª�) F*«�: the spring force on the right-hand side of the fourth axle = −K*«�(ZQ«� − Z*«�) F*«�: the spring force on the left-hand side of the fourth axle = −K*«�(ZQ«� − Z*«�) F(8�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the first axle = −C(8�rZp Q8� − Zp *8�t F(8�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the first axle = −C(8�rZp Q8� − Zp *8�t F(.�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the second axle = −C(.�rZp Q.� − Zp *.�t F(.�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the second axle = −C(.�rZp Q.� − Zp *.�t F(ª�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the third axle = −C(ª�rZp Qª� − Zp *ª�t F(ª�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the third axle = −C(ª�rZp Qª� − Zp *ª�t F(«�: the damper actuator force on the right-hand side of the fourth axle = −C(«�rZp Q«� − Zp *«�t F(«�: the damper actuator force on the left-hand side of the fourth axle = −C(«�rZp Q«� − Zp *«�t F>8�: the tire spring force on the right-hand side of the first axle = −K>8�(ZQ8� − Z,8�) F>8�: the tire spring force on the left-hand side of the first axle = −K>8�(ZQ8� − Z,8�) F>.�: the tire spring force on the right-hand side of the second axle = −K>.�(ZQ.� − Z,.�) F>.�: the tire spring force on the left-hand side of the second axle = −K>.�(ZQ.� − Z,.�) F>ª�: the tire spring force on the right-hand side of the third axle = −K>ª�(ZQª� − Z,ª�) F>ª�: the tire spring force on the left-hand side of the third axle = −K>ª�(ZQª� − Z,ª�) F>«�: the tire spring force on the right-hand side of the fourth axle = −K>«�(ZQ«� − Z,«�) F>«�: the tire spring force on the left-hand side of the fourth axle = −K>«�(ZQ«� − Z,«�) F(?+A)®: the LQR corrective vertical damper force for each wheel. 

 

Note: The displacement of each corner of the sprung mass is dependent on the pitch (θ) and roll (ϕ) motion and displacement (Z*) at center of gravity of the spung mass. Therefore, a relationship 
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has been introduced to relate each corner of the sprung mass to the sprung mass’s center of gravity 

motion as follows. 

Z*8� = Z* − asinθ + t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* − aθ + t2 ϕ (3-46) 

Z*8� = Z* − asinθ − t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* − aθ − t2 ϕ (3-47) 

Z*.� = Z* − bsinθ + t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* − bθ + t2 ϕ (3-48) 

Z*.� = Z* − bsinθ − t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* − bθ − t2 ϕ (3-49) 

Z*ª� = Z* + csinθ + t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* + cθ + t2 ϕ (3-50) 

Z*ª� = Z* + csinθ − t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* + cθ − t2 ϕ (3-51) 

Z*«� = Z* + dsinθ + t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* + dθ + t2 ϕ (3-52) 

Z*«� = Z* + dsinθ − t2 sinϕ ≈ Z* + dθ − t2 ϕ (3-53) 

 

Moreover, by differentiate the displacement, the velocity of each corner of the sprung mass can be 

obtained as follows. 

Zp *8� = Zp * − aθp + t2 ϕp  (3-54) 

Zp *8� = Zp * − aθp − t2 ϕp  (3-55) 

Zp *.� = Zp * − bθp + t2 ϕp  (3-56) 

Zp *.� = Zp * − bθp − t2 ϕp  (3-57) 

Zp *ª� = Zp * + cθp + t2 ϕp  (3-58) 

Zp *ª� = Zp * + cθp − t2 ϕp  (3-59) 

Zp *«� = Zp * + dθp + t2 ϕp  (3-60) 

Zp *«� = Zp * + dθp − t2 ϕp  (3-61) 

 

After plug-in equations(3-46)to(3-61) into equations(3-42),(3-43),(3-44) and(3-45) and re-

arranging and isolating for Ä̂_, θÄ , ϕÄ , ZÄ Q8�, ZÄ Q8�, ZÄ Q.�, ZÄ Q.�, ZÄ Qª�, ZÄ Qª�, ZÄ Q«� and ZÄ Q«� the final 

equations for sprung mass’s heave, pitch and roll motions and un-sprung masses’ vertical motions 

are obtained as follows. 
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S8³Zp * + S8´θp + S8µϕp + S8¶Zp Q8� + S8ÈZp Q8� + S8ÉZp Q.� + S8ÊZp Q.� + S8ËZp Qª�+ S8ÌZp Qª� + S8³ÍZp Q«� + S8³³Zp Q«� + S8³´Z* + S8³µθ + S8³¶ϕ+ S8³ÈZQ8� + S8³ÉZQ8� + S8³ÊZQ.� + S8³ËZQ.� + S8³ÌZQª� + S8´ÍZQª�+ S8´³ZQ«� + S8´´ZQ«� + 1m* F(?)® = ZÄ * 

 

(3-62) 

Where 

S8_8 = [−C(8�−C(8�−C(.�−C(.�−C(ª�−C(ª�−C(«�−C(«�]m*  

S8_. = [(C(8�+C(8�)a + (C(.�+C(.�)b − (C(ª�+C(ª�)c − (C(«�+C(«�)d]m*  

S8_ª = �(C(8� + C(.� + C(ª� + C(«� − C(8� − C(.� − C(ª� − C(«�) t2�m*  

S8_« = wC(8�m* x , S8_Ï = wC(8�m* x , S8_Ð = wC(.�m* x , S8_Ñ = wC(.�m* x , S8_Ò = wC(ª�m* x , S8_Ó = wC(ª�m* x  
S8_8Ô = wC(«�m* x , S8_88 = wC(«�m* x 

S8_8. = [−K*8�−K*8�−K*.�−K*.�−K*ª�−K*ª�−K*«�−K*«�]m*  

S8_8ª = [(K*8�+K*8�)a + (K*.�+K*.�)b − (K*ª�+K*ª�)c − (K*«�+K*«�)d]m*  

S8_8« = �(K*8� + K*.� + K*ª� + K*«� − K*8� − K*.� − K*ª� − K*«�) t2�m*  

S8_8Ï = wK*8�m* x , S8_8Ð = wK*8�m* x , S8_8Ñ = wK*.�m* x , S8_8Ò = wK*.�m* x , S8_8Ó = wK*ª�m* x , S8_.Ô
= wK*ª�m* x  

S8_.8 = wK*«�m* x , S8_.. = wK*«�m* x 
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S._8Zp * + S._.θp + S._ªϕp + S._«Zp Q8� + S._ÏZp Q8� + S._ÐZp Q.� + S._ÑZp Q.� + S._ÒZp Qª�+ S._ÓZp Qª� + S._8ÔZp Q«� + S._88Zp Q«� + S._8.Z* + S._8ªθ + S._8«ϕ+ S._8ÏZQ8� + S._8ÐZQ8� + S._8ÑZQ.� + S._8ÒZQ.� + S._8ÓZQª�+ S._.ÔZQª� + S._.8ZQ«� + S._..ZQ«� + 1I�� MP = θÄ  
 

(3-63) 

Where 

S._8 = [(C(8�+C(8�)a+(C(.�+C(.�)b−(C(ª�+C(ª�)c−(C(«�+C(«�)d]I��  

S._. = [−(C(8�+C(8�)a. − (C(.�+C(.�)b. − (C(ª�+C(ª�)c. − (C(«�+C(«�)d.]I��  

S._ª = �(C(8� − C(8�) at2 + (C(.� − C(.�) bt2 + (C(ª�−C(ª�) ct2 + (C(«�−C(«�) dt2 �I��  

S._« = w−aC(8�I�� x , S.È = w−aC(8�I�� x , S.É = w−ÕC(.�I�� x , S.Ê = w−bC(.�I�� x , S.Ë = wcC(ª�I�� x  
S._Ó = wcC(ª�I�� x , S._8Ô = wdC(«�I�� x , S._88 = wdC(«�I�� x 

S._8. = [(K*8�+K*8�)a+(K*.�+K*.�)b−(K*ª�+K*ª�)c−(K*«�+K*«�)d]I��  

S._8ª = [−(K*8�+K*8�)a. − (K*.�+K*.�)b. − (K*ª�+K*ª�)c. − (K*«�+K*«�)d.]I��  

S._8« = �(K*8� − K*8�) at2 + (K*.� − K*.�) bt2 + (K*ª�−K*ª�) ct2 + (K*«�−k*«�) dt2 �I��  

S._8Ï = w−aK*8�I�� x , S._8Ð = w−aK*8�I�� x , S._8Ñ = w−ÕK*.�I�� x , S._8Ò = w−bK*.�I�� x , S._8Ó
= wcK*ª�I�� x  

S._.Ô = wcK*ª�I�� x , S._.8 = wdK*«�I�� x , S._.. = wdK*«�I�� x 
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Sª_8Zp * + Sª_.θp + Sª_ªϕp + Sª_«Zp Q8� + Sª_ÏZp Q8� + Sª_ÐZp Q.� + Sª_ÑZp Q.� + Sª_ÒZp Qª�+ Sª_ÓZp Qª� + Sª_8ÔZp Q«� + Sª_88Zp Q«� + Sª_8.Z* + Sª_8ªθ + Sª_8«ϕ+ Sª_8ÏZQ8� + Sª_8ÐZQ8� + Sª_8ÑZQ.� + Sª_8ÒZQ.� + Sª_8ÓZQª�+ Sª_.ÔZQª� + Sª_.8ZQ«� + Sª_..ZQ«� + m*h�±I== a/ + 1I== MO = ϕÄ  
 

(3-64) 

Where  

Sª_8 = �(C(8� + C(.� + C(ª� + C(«� − C(8� − C(.� − C(ª� − C(«�) t2�I==  

Sª_. = �(C(8� − C(8�) at2 + (C(.� − C(.�) bt2 + (C(ª�−C(ª�) ct2 + (C(«�−C(«�) dt2 �I==  

Sª_ª = y(C(8� + C(.� + C(ª� + C(«� + C(8� + C(.� + C(ª� + C(«�) −Ö.4 zI==  

Sª_« = w−tC(8�2I== x , Sª_Ï = wtC(8�2I== x , Sª_Ð = w−tC(.�2I== x , Sª_Ñ = wtC(.�2I== x , Sª_Ò = w−tC(ª�2I== x  
Sª_Ó = wtC(ª�2I== x , Sª_8Ô = w−tC(«�2I== x , Sª_88 = wtC(«�2I== x 

Sª_8. = �(K*8� + K*.� + K*ª� + K*«� − K*8� − K*.� − K*ª� − K*«�) t2�I==  

Sª_8ª = �(K*8� − K*8�) at2 + (K*.� − K*.�) bt2 + (K*ª�−K*ª�) ct2 + (K*«�−K*«�) dt2 �I==  

Sª_8« = ym*gh�± + (K*8� + K*.� + k*ª� + K*«� + K*8� + k*.� + K*ª� + K*«�) −Ö.4 zI==  

Sª_8Ï = w−tK*8�2I== x , Sª_8Ð = wtK*8�2I== x , Sª_8Ñ = w−tK*.�2I== x , Sª_8Ò = wtK*.�2I== x , Sª_8Ó = w−tK*ª�2I== x  
Sª_.Ô = wtK*ª�2I== x , Sª_.8 = w−tK*«�2I== x , Sª_.. = wtK*«�2I== x 
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S«³Zp * + S«´θp + S«µϕp + S«¶Zp Q8� + S«ÈZp Q8� + S«ÉZp Q.� + S«ÊZp Q.� + S«ËZp Qª�+ S«ÌZp Qª� + S«³ÍZp Q«� + S«³³Zp Q«� + S«³´Z* + S«³µθ + S«³¶ϕ+ S«³ÈZQ8� + S«³ÉZQ8� + S«³ÊZQ.� + S«³ËZQ.� + S«³ÌZQª� + S«´ÍZQª�+ S«´³ZQ«� + S«´´ZQ«� + 1mQ8� F(?8�)® = ZÄ Q8� 

 

(3-65) 

Where 

S«_8 = w C(8�mQ8�x , S«_. = w−×C(8�mQ8� x , S«_ª = w−ÖC(8�2mQ8� x , S«_« = w−C(8�mQ8� x  
S«_Ï = S«_Ð = S«_Ñ = S«_Ò = S«_Ó = S«_8Ô = S«_88 = 0 

S«_8. = w K*8�mQ8�x , S«_8ª = w−×K*8�mQ8� x , S«_8« = w−ÖK*8�2mQ8� x , S«_8Ï = w−K*8� − K>8�mQ8� x   
S«_8Ð = S«_8Ñ = S«_8Ò = S«_8Ó = S«_.Ô = S«_.8 = S«_.. = 0 

 SÏ_8Zp * + SÏ_.θp + SÏ_ªϕp + SÏ_«Zp Q8� + SÏ_ÏZp Q8� + SÏ_ÐZp Q.� + SÏ_ÑZp Q.� + SÏ_ÒZp Qª�+ SÏ_ÓZp Qª� + SÏ_8ÔZp Q«� + SÏ_88Zp Q«� + SÏ_8.Z* + SÏ_8ªθ + SÏ_8«ϕ+ SÏ_8ÏZQ8� + SÏ_8ÐZQ8� + SÏ_8ÑZQ.� + SÏ_8ÒZQ.� + SÏ_8ÓZQª�+ SÏ_.ÔZQª� + SÏ_.8ZQ«� + SÏ_..ZQ«� + 1mQ8� F(?8�)® = ZÄ Q8� 

 

(3-66) 

Where 

SÏ_8 = w C(8�mQ8�x , SÏ_. = w−×C(8�mQ8� x , SÏ_ª = w ÖC(8�2mQ8�x , SÏ_« = 0, SÏ_Ï = w−C(8�mQ8� x  
SÏ_Ð = SÏ_Ñ = SÏ_Ò = SÏ_Ó = SÏ_8Ô = SÏ_88 = 0 

SÏ_8. = w K*8�mQ8�x , SÏ_8ª = w−×K*8�mQ8� x , SÏ_8« = w ÖK*8�2mQ8�x , SÏ_8Ï = 0, SÏ_8Ð = w−K*8� − K>8�mQ8� x 

SÏ_8Ñ = SÏ_8Ò = SÏ_8Ó = SÏ_.Ô = SÏ_.8 = SÏ_.. = 0 

 SÐ_8Zp * + SÐ_.θp + SÐ_ªϕp + SÐ_«Zp Q8� + SÐ_ÏZp Q8� + SÐ_ÐZp Q.� + SÐ_ÑZp Q.� + SÐ_ÒZp Qª�+ SÐ_ÓZp Qª� + SÐ_8ÔZp Q«� + SÐ_88Zp Q«� + SÐ_8.Z* + SÐ_8ªθ + SÐ_8«ϕ+ SÐ_8ÏZQ8� + SÐ_8ÐZQ8� + SÐ_8ÑZQ.� + SÐ_8ÒZQ.� + SÐ_8ÓZQª�+ SÐ_.ÔZQª� + SÐ_.8ZQ«� + SÐ_..ZQ«� + 1mQ.� F(?.�)® = ZÄ Q.� 

 

(3-67) 

Where 
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SÐ_8 = w C(.�mQ.�x , SÐ_. = w−ÕC(.�mQ.� x , SÐ_ª = w−ÖC(.�2mQ.� x , SÐ_« = SÐ_Ï = 0 

SÐ_Ð = w−C(.�mQ.� x , SÐ_Ñ = SÐ_Ò = SÐ_Ó = SÐ_8Ô = SÐ_88 = 0, SÐ_8. = w K*.�mQ.�x , SÐ_8ª = w−ÕK*.�mQ.� x 

SÐ_8« = w−ÖK*.�2mQ.� x , SÐ_8Ï = SÐ_8Ð = 0, SÐ_8Ñ = w−K*.� − K>.�mQ.� x 

SÐ_8Ò = SÐ_8Ó = SÐ_.Ô = SÐ_.8 = SÐ_.. = 0 

 SÑ_8Zp * + SÑ_.θp + SÑ_ªϕp + SÑ_«Zp Q8� + SÑ_ÏZp Q8� + SÑ_ÐZp Q.� + SÑ_ÑZp Q.� + SÑ_ÒZp Qª�+ SÑ_ÓZp Qª� + SÑ_8ÔZp Q«� + SÑ_88Zp Q«� + SÑ_8.Z* + SÑ_8ªθ + SÑ_8«ϕ+ SÑ_8ÏZQ8� + SÑ_8ÐZQ8� + SÑ_8ÑZQ.� + SÑ_8ÒZQ.� + SÑ_8ÓZQª�+ SÑ_.ÔZQª� + SÑ_.8ZQ«� + SÑ_..ZQ«� + 1mQ.� F(?.�)® = ZÄ Q.� 

 

(3-68) 

Where 

SÑ_8 = w C(.�mQ.�x , SÑ_. = w−ÕC(.�mQ.� x , SÑ_ª = w ÖC(.�2mQ.�x , SÑ_« = SÑ_Ï = SÑ_Ð = 0 

SÑ_Ñ = w−C(.�mQ.� x , SÑ_Ò = SÑ_Ó = SÑ_8Ô = SÑ_88 = 0, SÑ_8. = w K*.�mQ.�x , SÑ_8ª = w−ÕK*.�mQ.� x 

SÑ_8« = w ÖK*.�2mQ.�x , SÑ_8Ï = SÑ_8Ð = SÑ_8Ñ = 0, SÑ_8Ò = w−K*.� − K>.�mQ.� x 

SÑ_8Ó = SÑ_.Ô = SÑ_.8 = SÑ_.. = 0 

 SÒ_8Zp * + SÒ_.θp + SÒ_ªϕp + SÒ_«Zp Q8� + SÒ_ÏZp Q8� + SÒ_ÐZp Q.� + SÒ_ÑZp Q.� + SÒ_ÒZp Qª�+ SÒ_ÓZp Qª� + SÒ_8ÔZp Q«� + SÒ_88Zp Q«� + SÒ_8.Z* + SÒ_8ªθ + SÒ_8«ϕ+ SÒ_8ÏZQ8� + SÒ_8ÐZQ8� + SÒ_8ÑZQ.� + SÒ_8ÒZQ.� + SÒ_8ÓZQª�+ SÒ_.ÔZQª� + SÒ_.8ZQ«� + SÒ_..ZQ«� + 1mQª� F(?ª�)® = ZÄ Qª� 

 

(3-69) 

Where 

SÒ_8 = w C(ª�mQª�x , SÒ_. = wØC(ª�mQª� x , SÒ_ª = w−ÖC(ª�2mQª� x , SÒ_« = SÒ_Ï = SÒ_Ð = SÒ_Ñ = 0 
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SÒ_Ò = w−C(ª�mQª� x , SÒ_Ó = SÒ_8Ô = SÒ_88 = 0, SÒ_8. = w K*ª�mQª�x , SÒ_8ª = wØK*ª�mQª� x , SÒ_8«
= w−ÖK*ª�2mQª� x 

SÒ_8Ï = SÒ_8Ð = SÒ_8Ñ = SÒ_8Ò = 0, SÒ_8Ó = w−K*ª� − K>ª�mQª� x , SÒ_.Ô = SÒ_.8 = SÒ_.. = 0 

 SÓ_8Zp * + SÓ_.θp + SÓ_ªϕp + SÓ_«Zp Q8� + SÓ_ÏZp Q8� + SÓ_ÐZp Q.� + SÓ_ÑZp Q.� + SÓ_ÒZp Qª�+ SÓ_ÓZp Qª� + SÓ_8ÔZp Q«� + SÓ_88Zp Q«� + SÓ_8.Z* + SÓ_8ªθ + SÓ_8«ϕ+ SÓ_8ÏZQ8� + SÓ_8ÐZQ8� + SÓ_8ÑZQ.� + SÓ_8ÒZQ.� + SÓ_8ÓZQª�+ SÓ_.ÔZQª� + SÓ_.8ZQ«� + SÓ_..ZQ«� + 1mQª� F(?ª�)® = ZÄ Qª� 

 

(3-70) 

Where 

SÓ_8 = w C(ª�mQª�x , SÓ_. = wØC(ª�mQª� x , SÓ_ª = w ÖC(ª�2mQª�x , SÓ_« = SÓ_Ï = SÓ_Ð = SÓ_Ñ = SÓ_Ò = 0 

SÓ_Ó = w−C(ª�mQª� x , SÓ_8Ô = SÓ_88 = 0, SÓ_8. = w K*ª�mQª�x , SÓ_8ª = wØK*ª�mQª� x , SÒ_8« = w ÖK*ª�2mQª�x 

SÓ_8Ï = SÓ_8Ð = SÓ_8Ñ = SÓ_8Ò = SÓ_8Ó = 0, SÓ_.Ô = w−K*ª� − K>ª�mQª� x , SÓ_.8 = SÓ_.. = 0 

 S8Ô_8Zp * + S8Ô_.θp + S8Ô_ªϕp + S8Ô_«Zp Q8� + S8Ô_ÏZp Q8� + S8Ô_ÐZp Q.� + S8Ô_ÑZp Q.�+ S8Ô_ÒZp Qª� + S8Ô_ÓZp Qª� + S8Ô_8ÔZp Q«� + S8Ô_88Zp Q«� + S8Ô_8.Z*+ S8Ô_8ªθ + S8Ô_8«ϕ + S8Ô_8ÏZQ8� + S8Ô_8ÐZQ8� + S8Ô_8ÑZQ.�+ S8Ô_8ÒZQ.� + S8Ô_8ÓZQª� + S8Ô_.ÔZQª� + S8Ô_.8ZQ«� + S8Ô_..ZQ«�+ 1mQ«� F(?«�)® = ZÄ Q«� 

 

(3-71) 

Where 

S8Ô_8 = w C(«�mQ«�x , S8Ô_. = wdC(«�mQ«� x , S8Ô_ª = w−tC(«�2mQ«� x , S8Ô_« = S8Ô_Ï = S8Ô_Ð = S8Ô_Ñ = 0 

S8Ô_Ò = S8Ô_Ó = 0, S8Ô_8Ô = w−C(«�mQ«� x , S8Ô_88 = 0, S8Ô_8. = w K*«�mQ«�x , S8Ô_8ª = wdK*«�mQ«� x   
S8Ô_8« = w−tK*«�2mQ«� x , S8Ô_8Ï = S8Ô_8Ð = S8Ô_8Ñ = S8Ô_8Ò = S8Ô_8Ó = S8Ô_.Ô = 0 
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S8Ô_.8 = w−K*«� − K>«�mQ«� x , S8Ô_.. = 0 

 S88_8Zp * + S88_.θp + S88_ªϕp + S88_«Zp Q8� + S88_ÏZp Q8� + S88_ÐZp Q.� + S88_ÑZp Q.�+ S88_ÒZp Qª� + S88_ÓZp Qª� + S88_8ÔZp Q«� + S88_88Zp Q«� + S88_8.Z*+ S88_8ªθ + S88_8«ϕ + S88_8ÏZQ8� + S88_8ÐZQ8� + S88_8ÑZQ.�+ S88_8ÒZQ.� + S88_8ÓZQª� + S88_.ÔZQª� + S88_.8ZQ«� + S88_..ZQ«�+ 1mQ«� F(?«�)® = ZÄ Q«� 

 

(3-72) 

Where 

S88_8 = w C(«�mQ«�x , S88_. = wdC(«�mQ«� x , S88_ª = w tC(«�2mQ«�x , S88_« = S88_Ï = S88_Ð = S88_Ñ = 0 

S88_Ò = S88_Ó = S88_8Ô = 0, S88_88 = w−C(«�mQ«� x , S88_8. = w K*«�mQ«�x , S88_8ª = wdK*«�mQ«� x  
S88_8« = w tK*«�2mQ«�x , S88_8Ï = S88_8Ð = S88_8Ñ = S88_8Ò = S88_8Ó = S88_.Ô = S88_.8 = 0 

S88_.. = w−K*«� − K>«�mQ«� x 

 

By re-arranging equation (3-62) to (3-72) into state-space equations form((3-14) and (3-15)) with 

a slight modification on the time derivative of state variables equation, to include the disturbance 

caused by lateral acceleration. The modified state-space equation can be found as follows 

Xp =  AX + BU + Ed8 (3-73) 
Where 

 d8 is a vector of disturbance variables 

Thus, LQR vehicle plant model for SAS can be obtained as follows. 
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Xp =

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ Ä̂_ÙÄÚÄÄ̂Û8ÜÄ̂Û8ÝÄ̂Û.ÜÄ̂Û.ÝÄ̂ÛªÜÄ̂ÛªÝÄ̂Û«ÜÄ̂Û«Ýp̂_ÙpÚpp̂Û8Üp̂Û8Ýp̂Û.Üp̂Û.Ýp̂ÛªÜp̂ÛªÝp̂Û«Üp̂Û«Ý ⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎤

= Þ

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ p̂_ÙpÚpp̂Û8Üp̂Û8Ýp̂Û.Üp̂Û.Ýp̂ÛªÜp̂ÛªÝp̂Û«Üp̂Û«Ý^_ÙÚ^Û8Ü^Û8Ý^Û.Ü^Û.Ý^ÛªÜ^ÛªÝ^Û«Ü^Û«Ý ⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎤

+ ß

⎣⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ F(?)®MPMOF(?8�)®F(?8�)®F(?.�)®F(?.�)®F(?ª�)®F(?ª�)®F(?«�)®F(?«�)®⎦⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

+ à

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ 00×Ã00000000 ⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎤
 

 

(3-74) 

Where 

 A, B, E, C and D coefficient matrix are as follows 

A = ¤ S+A ⋯ S+´´⋮ ⋱ ⋮S..< ⋯ S..´´
¥

..×..
 

Where 

S+< = â1, 11 < i ≤ 22 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 110, elsewhere  
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B =

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ 1m* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1I�� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1I== 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1mQ8� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1mQ8� 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1mQ.� 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1mQ.� 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1mQª� 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1mQª� 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1mQ«� 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1mQ«�0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎤
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E =

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 m*h�±I== 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤

 

 

C = �1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ 1�..×.. 

D = �0 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ 0�..×88 
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Chapter 4 HIERARCHICAL LQR CONTROL DESIGN 
 

4.1 Introduction  
 

All the proposed control strategies Active-AWS, DYC and SAS are in a hierarchical structure, 

which has upper and lower controllers. The upper controller for each control strategy is obtained, 

based on the multi-wheeled Combat Vehicle parameters and control level of motion. For Active-

AWS, the upper controller provides the average steering angle for each steering axle, the first, 

second, third and fourth axle. While, for DYC, the upper controller generates the desired yaw 

moment needed to prohibit the vehicle from either drifting out or spinning and keep it on the 

desired trajectory. Moreover, for SAS the upper controller is responsible to generate the desired 

heave and vertical forces for sprung and un-sprung masses also the desired pitch and roll moment. 

Whatever controller allocation strategy is, the lower controller’s role is to manage either the 

desired average steering, corrective roll, pitch and yaw moment or heave and vertical forces 

determined by the upper controller.  

For Active-AWS, the lower controller computes the steering angle needed for each axle’s wheels 

(right and left) through a lockup table.  

For DYC, the lower controller conducted in this thesis is TV and DB as a control allocation. The 

lower controller is designed on two stages for TV and three stages for DB. For TV, the first stage 

is to generate the optimal tractive forces needed (F=>+A ), based on the friction circle (workload) of 

each tire for each given axle at a given tire vertical load, while the second stage is a simple on/off 

slip controller for each tire to prevent exceeding the slip peak ratio. The DB control allocation 

adopts wheels braking coordination (double wheels braking used) as a first stage. Subsequently, 

an optimal braking force is obtained based on the normal load for the assigned braking wheels and 

finally the third stage is an on/off slip controller. 

The lower controller of SAS is designed to control the leveling of the sprung and un-sprung masses 

(heave and bounce) and to reduce the longitudinal and lateral load transfer. By providing the 

desired damper forces and moments during vehicle maneuvers at limit handling. 
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The following sections are organized as follows: section (4.2) describes the theory of LQR control 

followed by the upper and lower controller design for Active-AWS, DYC and SAS in sections 

(4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) respectively. 

 

4.2 Theory of LQR Controller 
 

The LQR controller is considered to be a multi-input multi-output feedback control system. The 

LQR aims to minimize the cost function for given controlled state variables through an optimal 

solution obtained by a quadratic optimal regulator cost function [121] as shown in equation (4-1). 

While the LQR controller output (lower controller input) and gain matrix are given as follows in 

equations (4-2) and (4-3).   

J =  æ (xç ∗ Qx + uç ∗ Ru ) dt§
Ô  

(4-1) 

 

Where Q and R are a positive definite or real symmetric matrix, they are used to determine the 

proportion importance or as a weighting function for the importance of the state variables that 

needed to be controlled.  

u(t) =  −Kx(t) (4-2) 
 K = R'8B ∗ P (4-3) 
 K is the LQR gain matrix, where it is associated with RICCATI equation that used to minimize the 

cost function as follows. 

A∗P + PA − PBR'8B∗P + Q = 0 
 

(4-4) 

 

Choosing LQR weighting function 

One of the major challenges in LQR design is that how to determine the weighting functions Q 

and R matrix [122]. The general form for the Q and R matrix is shown in equations (4-5) and (4-6). 

For the Q matrix, each individual q� diagonal represents how much weighting value will be given 

to state variables based on their importance. while for the R matrix each individual êë is chosen 
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in corresponding to each state variables to penalize the control input to the system by giving higher 

or lower weighting value based on its importance. 

Q =  
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ 1q8. ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ 1q�.⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤
 

(4-5) 

 

R =  �ρ8 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ ρ�� 
(4-6) 

 

4.3 LQR Controller Design for Active-AWS 
 

4.3.1 Upper Controller Design 
 

By considering the generated LQR vehicle plant model for Active-AWS in state-space form as 

provided in equation  (3-16) in section (3.2), A and B matrix can be found. The Q matrix introduced 

in equation (4-5) is calculated based on the two empirical formulas that are presented in equations 

(3-39) and (3-40) in section (3.4). Therefore, the Q matrix can be obtained as follows. 

 

Q = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ 1β()*. 0

0 1r()*. ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ 

 
 

(4-7) 

While R matrix presented in equation (4-6) is manually tuned as a control input to the system as 
follows. 

 

R = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ρí³C 0 0 00 ρí´C 0 00 0 ρíµ 00 0 0 ρí¶⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ (4-8) 
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After computing Q and R matrix, P can be obtained using RICCATI equation presented in equation 

(4-4). Hence, the desired LQR controller gain (K) provided in equation (4-3) can be obtained for 

Active All-AWS (Kî®>+ï) îff'î�ð). 

 

4.3.2 Lower Controller Design 
 

As discussed in the previous section, the upper controller level is responsible to generate the 

desired gains that needed to be allocated by the lower controller level. Accordingly, these obtained 

gains are multiplied by the state variables errors during the simulation event, forming the average 

steering angles for each axle as an input for the lower controller level. These average steering 

angles determine the corrective steering angle needed for the left and right wheel of each axle 

through a lookup table. 

The average steering angle of each axle (δgïñ) are calculated as follows in equation (4-10), while 

the lookup table can be computed based on equation (4-9) considering the inner and outer wheel 

steering angles δ+ and δ¾ , respectively, whereas t is vehicle’s track width and Lò represent the  

distance from the center of i>b axle to the vehicle’s center of gravity. 

δgïñ = δ+ + δ¾2  
(4-9) 

 

Cot(δ¾) − Cot(δ+) = tLò (4-10) 

 

By substituting in the previous equations (4-9) and (4-10) [123], the corrective steering angles for 

the first, second, third and fourth axle left and right wheel can be obtained as illustrated in Figure 

4-1, Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 respectively.  
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Figure 4-1 First axle left and right corrective wheel steering angles 

 

 

Figure 4-2 Second axle left and right corrective wheel steering angles 
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Figure 4-3 Third axle left and right corrective wheel steering angles 

 

 

Figure 4-4  Fourth axle left and right corrective wheel steering angles 

 

Note: the maximum allowable corrective steering angle added to the vehicle’s first and second 

axle steering angle is two degrees, while the maximum corrective steering angle of the third and 

fourth axle are set to be 25 degrees. 
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4.4 LQR Controller Design for DYC 
 

The proposed direct yaw moment control is a hierarchical control strategy, which has upper and 

lower controllers. The upper controller is multi-wheeled Combat Vehicle parameters and the 

control level of motion. The upper controller generates the desired yaw moment needed to prohibit 

the vehicle from either drifting out or spinning and keep it on the desired trajectory. The lower 

controller conducted in this thesis is TV and DB as a control allocation. The lower controller is 

designed on two stages for TV and three stages for DB. For TV, the first stage is to generate the 

optimal tractive forces needed (F=>+A ), based on the friction circle (workload) of each tire for each 

given axle at a given tire vertical load, while the second stage is a simple on/off slip controller for 

each tire to prevent exceeding the slip peak ratio. The DB control allocation adopts wheels braking 

coordination (double wheels braking used) as a first stage. Subsequently, an optimal braking force 

is obtained based on the normal load for the assigned braking wheels and finally the third stage is 

an on/off slip controller. 

4.4.1 Upper controller design for DYC 
 

By referring to equation (3-32) in section (3.3) generated in state-space form that represents the 

LQR vehicle plant model for DYC, A and B matrix can be evaluated. The Q matrix presented in 

equation (4-5) is obtained based on the two empirical formulas that are introduced in equations 

(3-39) and (3-40) in section (3.4). Consequently, the Q matrix can be found similarly as in equation 

(4-7). 

Nevertheless, R matrix introduced in equation (4-6) is manually tuned as a control input to the 

system as follows. 

R = yρí³ 00 ρó¹z 

 

(4-11) 

Note: since the first axle steering angle is not controlled, accordingly, ρí³  is assigned higher 

weight to neglect its effect. 
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In similar fashion, after computing Q and R matrix, P can be determined based on RICCATI 

equation presented in equation (4-4). Thus, the desired LQR controller gain (K) introduced in 

equation (4-3) can be obtained for DYC (Kô�±). 

 

4.4.2 Lower control level design for TV allocation strategy 
 

The lower control level for TV as control allocation strategy is designed to meet the friction circle 

for each individual tire of the multi-wheeled Combat Vehicle. considering the friction force 

limitation shared between the longitudinal and lateral forces for each individual tire based on the 

normal load for each tire. As well as a slip controller is introduced to control and prevent each tire 

from exceeding slip peak ratio λõ)gö and keep each tire to work up to maximum adhesion effort 

without slipping. 

As discussed previously, the lower controller allocation for TV is designed in two stages. The 

following sub-sections describe the optimal tractive forces distribution as the first stage for TV, 

followed by wheel dynamics then an ON/Off slip controller is implemented for a driving case as 

the second stage. 

4.4.2.1 Stage 1: Optimal longitudinal tire forces (tractive) distribution for TV 
 

The required corrective yaw moment is dependent on the tire longitudinal forces generated 

between the tire contact patch and road. During cornering maneuver, the work-load of each 

individual tire is shared between the longitudinal and lateral forces, so if the longitudinal force 

(tractive or braking) on each individual tire has exceeded the Friction Circle limitation, as a result, 

this may lead in increasing the tires slip ratio and decreasing the required lateral forces needed to 

make the vehicle maintain the cornering maneuver, also if the lateral forces deteriorate, the vehicle 

may drift out or spin. Therefore, a cost function is developed to compromise between longitudinal 

and lateral forces for each tire based on the theory of friction circle [109], therefore the chosen 

cost function is presented as follows. 

 

J =  q W+A μ+A. =  q W+A  F=+A. +  F�+A.Fu+A.  
(4-12) 
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 J =  W8�  F=8�. + F�8�.Fu8�. + W8�  F=8�. +  F�8�.Fu8�. + W.�  F=.�. +  F�.�.Fu.�. + W.�  F=.�. +  F�.�.Fu.�.
+ Wª�  F=ª�. +  F�ª�.Fuª�. + Wª�  F=ª�. +  F�ª�.Fuª�. + W«�  F=«�. + F�«�.Fu«�.
+ W«�  F=«�. +  F�«�.Fu«�.  

 

(4-13) 

 

There are two equally constraints, first constraint is that the total desired longitudinal force needed 

to satisfy the driver intended traction command, where it should equal the sum of longitudinal 

force produced by each individual tire is described in as follows. 

F=()* =  F=8� + F=8� + F=.� + F=.� + F=ª� + F=ª� + F=«� + F=«� (4-14) 
 

Where, F=()* = ma='()*+,)( , and  a='()*+,)( can be deceleration in case of braking 

The second constraint is that the desired corrective yaw moment that should be equal the sum of 

the moments produced by each longitudinal force of each individual tire as presented as follows. 

Mu = [F=8� − F=8� + F=.� − F=.� + F=ª� − F=ª� + F=«� − F=«�] t2 
(4-15) 

 

Since the cost function has eight variables and two constraints, hence, it can be used to reduce the 

number of variables as follows. 

F=ª� =  12 F=()* − 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� 
(4-16) 

 

F=ª� =  12 F=()* + 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� 
(4-17) 

 

After plug-in equations (4-16) and (4-17) in cost function equation (4-13), yields an unconstrained 

cost function as follows. 
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J = W8�  F=8�. + F�8�.Fu8�. + W8�  F=8�. +  F�8�.Fu8�. + W.�  F=.�. +  F�.�.Fu.�. + W.� F=.�. +  F�.�.Fu.�.
+ Wª�  ( 12 F=()* + 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ). +  F�ª�.Fuª�.
+ Wª�  ( 12 F=()* − 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ). +  F�ª�.Fuª�.
+ W«�  F=«�. +  F�«�.Fu«�. + W«�  F=«�. +  F�«�.Fu«�.  

(4-18) 

 

Now, in order to minimize the cost function, it should satisfy the following condition as follows. 

 

∂J∂F=8� =  2W8�Fu8�.  F=8�  −  2Wª� º 12 F=()* + 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ½Fuª�. = 0 

(4-19) 

 

∂J∂F=8� =  2W8�Fu8�.  F=8�  −  2Wª� º 12 F=()* − 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ½Fuª�. = 0 

(4-20) 

 

∂J∂F=.� = 2W.�Fu.�.  F=.� −  2Wª� º 12 F=()* + 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ½Fuª�. = 0 

(4-21) 

 

∂J∂F=.� =  2W.�Fu.�.  F=.�  −  2Wª� º 12 F=()* − 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ½Fuª�. = 0 

(4-22) 

 

∂J∂F=«� =  2W«�Fu«�.  F=«� −  2Wª� º 12 F=()* + 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ½Fuª�. = 0 

(4-23) 

 

∂J∂F=«� =  2W«�Fu«�.  F=«�  −  2Wª� º 12 F=()* − 1t Mu − F=8� − F=.� − F=«� ½Fuª�. = 0 

(4-24) 

 

 

After an algebraic manipulation, the optimal longitudinal forces matrix form as follows. 
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⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
F=8�F=8�F=.�F=.�F=«�F=«� ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
H8�·ª� HÔ Hª� HÔ Hª� HÔHÔ H8�·ª� HÔ Hª� HÔ Hª�Hª� HÔ H.�·ª� HÔ Hª� HÔHÔ Hª� HÔ H.�·ª� HÔ Hª�Hª� HÔ Hª� HÔ H«�·ª� HÔHÔ Hª� HÔ Hª� HÔ H«�·ª�⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤
'8

 

             ×

⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎜
⎛

⎣⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ Hª�Ö− Hª�tHª�Ö− Hª�ÖHª�t− Hª�t  ⎦⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

 ¬ +  
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
Hª�Hª�Hª�Hª�Hª�Hª� ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ DÆ3À_

⎠
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎟
⎞

 

 

(4-25) 

 

Where 

HÔ = 0 ,  Hª� = .�µþ�¹µþ´  ,  Hª� = .�µ��¹µ�´  , 

H8�·ª� = .�³þ�¹³þ´ + .�µþ�¹µþ´  ,  H8�·ª� = .�³��¹³�´ + .�µ��¹µ�´  , 

 H.�·ª� = .�´þ�¹´þ´ + .�µþ�¹µþ´  ,  H.�·ª� = .�´��¹´�´ + .�µ��¹µ�´  , 

H«�·ª� = .�¶þ�¹¶þ´ + .�µþ�¹µþ´  ,  H«�·ª� = .�¶��¹¶�´ + .�µ��¹µ�´  

 

Wheel Dynamics 

A free body diagram of forces and moments that apply on the tire during the driving case as 

illustrated in Figure 4-5. Taking the summation of the moment at wheel center, yields the general 

form of wheel dynamics equation as presented as follows. 
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Figure 4-5 free body diagram for wheel during driving case 

 

IL+A dωdt =  T(+A −  F&+Ar)TT  −  Fu+Aƒ (4-26) 

 

where IL is the mass moment of inertia of the wheel, 
(�(>  is the rate of change of angular velocity 

of the wheel, r)TT is the effective rolling radius of the tire, F&+A is the longitudinal force, T(+A is the 

driving torque, Fu is the normal load applies on tire, ƒ is the rolling resistance coefficient. While 

subscripts i and j are for axle number and left or right respectively and u is the longitudinal velocity.  

Assuming IL+A (�(>  are small value and rolling resistance, force is not considered in the calculations, 

therefore they can be neglected. Accordingly based on these assumptions, in case of driving no 

braking torque TV = 0 , the new equation for driving torque may be reduced as follows. 

 T(+A =  F&+Ar)TT (4-27) 
 

 

4.4.2.2 Stage 2: slip ratio controller 
 

A slip controller is introduced to control and prevent each tire from exceeding slip peak (threshold) 

ratio λõ)gö , which is set to 20 % to keep each tire to work up to maximum adhesion effort without 

slipping. The governing equation that describes the tire slip ratio in driving scenario is shown as 

follows. 
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λ+A =  w+Ar)TT;< −  v+Aw+Ar)TT;<     for driving 

 

(4-28) 

 

Where � is the slip ratio, the angular speed of the wheel is w, the speed at the center of the of wheel 

is v, r is the effective rolling radius of the tire and finally the subscripts I and j are for axle number 

and left or right respectively. 

 

4.4.3 Lower control level design for DB allocation strategy 
 

The lower control level for the DB allocation strategy is performed on three stages as follows. 

Coordination of selection wheels braking logic is introduced as a first stage. Subsequently, the 

second stage is to generate the optimal braking forces based on the selected double wheels that are 

carried out in the first stage, followed by wheel dynamics. And finally, an ON/Off slip controller 

is designed for the braking scenario as a third stage. 

 

4.4.3.1 Stage 1: Wheel braking torque coordination  
 

The first stage introduces coordination of which wheels braking torque should be engaged to 

maintain the vehicle on the desired trajectory. Double wheels braking is employed in this thesis. 

The coordination logic is based on the sign of the corrective moment generated by the LQR 

controller and the difference between the absolute values of desired and actual yaw rate. if the 

corrective moment is a positive sign and the difference between the absolute values of actual and 

desired yaw rate is a positive sign, this means that the front axles left braking wheels torque should 

be activated (wheels 1L,2L) as shown in Figure 4-6. It can be assumed that if the actual yaw rate 

is bigger than the desired yaw rate, the vehicle exhibits spinning and if the actual yaw rate is 

smaller than the desired yaw rate, the vehicle is drifting out [86, 87]. Based on this logic, Table 

4-1 shows the coordination between wheels braking torque selection. 
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Figure 4-6 Double wheels braking 1L, 2L engaged in case  
|rg®>Qgf| >  |r()*+,)(| 

 

Table 4-1 Double wheel braking torque selection logic 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.3.2 Stage 2: Optimal longitudinal tire forces (braking) for DB 
 

By referring to equation (4-13) and after mathematical manipulations, the final equations for each 

double wheel braking forces are presented as follows. 

F=8� =  − 4W.�tFu.�.2W8�Fu8�. + 2W.�Fu.�.  Mu 

(4-29) 

 

F=.� =  − 2t  Mu − F=8� 
(4-30) 

 

F=8� =  4W.�tFu.�.2W8�Fu8�. + 2W.�Fu.�.  Mu 

(4-31) 

 

  Mu (+) 
 

 Mu (−) 
 

|rg®>Qgf| >  |r()*+,)(| Wheels 1L_2L Wheels 1R_2R 

|rg®>Qgf| <  |r()*+,)(| Wheels 3L_4L Wheels 3R_4R 
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F=.� =   2t  Mu −  F=8� 
(4-32) 

 

F=ª� =  − 4W«�tFu«�.2Wª�Fuª�. + 2W«�Fu«�.  Mu 

(4-33) 

 

F=«� =  − 2t  Mu − F=ª� 
(4-34) 

 

F=ª� =  4W«�tFu«�.2Wª�Fuª�. + 2W«�Fu«�.  Mu 

(4-35) 

F=«� =   2t  Mu −  F=ª� 

 

(4-36) 

Wheel Dynamics 

A free body diagram demonstrates the forces and moments that apply on the tire during braking 

case as shown in Figure 4-7, where TV+A is the braking torque. Taking summation of moment at 

wheel center results the general form of wheel dynamics equation as presented as follows. 

 

IL+A dωdt = −TV+A − Fu+Aƒ +  F&+Ar)TT (4-37) 

 

Assuming IL+A (�(>  are small value and rolling resistance, force is not considered in the calculations, 

therefore they can be neglected. Accordingly based on these assumptions, in case of braking 

torque, the new equation for braking torque may be reduced as follows. 

 TV+A =  F&+Ar)TT (4-38) 
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Figure 4-7 free body diagram for wheel during braking case 

 

4.4.3.3 Stage 3: slip ratio controller 
 

The slip controller is simply based on on/off control, which prevents any individual tire from 

exceeding the slip peak ratio λõ)gö , which is set to 20%. In case of braking scenario. 

 

λ+A =  v+A −  w+Ar)TT;<v+A    for braking 
(4-39) 

 

 

4.5 LQR Controller Design for SAS 
 

4.5.1 Upper control level design for SAS allocation strategy 
 

By investigating the LQR vehicle plant model for SAS obtained in state-space form in equation 

(3-74) in section (3.5), A and B coefficients matrix can be obtained. The Q and R matrix presented 

in equations (4-5) and (4-6) respectively, are tuned manually putting much weight for sprung mass 

heave (Z*), pitch (θ) and roll (ϕ) motion and their control inputs as follows. 
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Q = [Zp * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 θp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 ϕp  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 Zp Q8� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 Zp Q8� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 Zp Q.� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 Zp Q.� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zp Qª� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zp Qª� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zp Q«� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zp Q«� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 θ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ϕ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQ8� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQ8� 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQ.� 0 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQ.� 0 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQª� 0 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQª� 0 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQ«� 0; 
    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZQ«�] 

 

(4-40) 

 R = 

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡ρ�(�)C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 ρó�

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 ρó	
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 ρ�(�³þ)C 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 ρ�(�³�)C 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 ρ�(�´þ)C 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 ρ�(�´�)C 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 ρ�(�µþ)C 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ρ�(�µ�)C 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ρ�(�¶þ)C 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ρ�(�¶�)C⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤

 
(4-41) 
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In the same manner, after computing Q and R matrix, P can be solved based on RICCATI equation 

as presented in equation (4-4). Hence, the desired LQR controller gain (K) introduced in equation 

(4-3) can be obtained for SAS (Kðîð). 

 

4.5.2 Lower control level design for SAS allocation strategy 
 

As described in the aforementioned section, the upper control level generates the required gains 

needed to stabilize and maintain the load-leveling, longitudinal, and lateral load transfer during 

different maneuvers scenarios (driving, braking, and cornering). Since the vehicle is equipped with 

eight dampers, that are intended to control eleven state variables, namely sprung mass’s heave, 

pitch and roll motion and unsprung masses’ vertical motions. This over-actuation problem can be 

resolved by merging all the obtained gains to provide the desired dampers force and moments 

needed to achieve their targets.  

The equivalent forces and moments produced by the dampers for sprung mass’s heave, pitch and 

roll motion are presented as follows. 

 F(?)® = F(8� + F(8� + F(.� + F(.� + F(ª� + F(ª� + F(«� + F(«� (4-42) 
 MP = −(F(8� + F(8�)a − (F(.� + F(.�)b + (F(ª� + F(ª�)c + (F(«� + F(«�)d (4-43) 
 

MO = (F(8� − F(8�) t2 + (F(.� − F(.�) t2 + (F(ª� − F(ª�) t2 + (F(«� − F(«�) t2 (4-44) 

 

By combining the gains obtained for un-sprung masses with equations (4-42), (4-43) and (4-44) 

and re-arrange them in matrix form yields as follows. 
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⎣⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ F(?)®MPMOF(?8�)®F(?8�)®F(?.�)®F(?.�)®F(?ª�)®F(?ª�)®F(?«�)®F(?«�)®⎦⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

=

⎣⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1−a −a −b −b c c d d− t2 t2 − t2 t2 − t2 t2 − t2 t21 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1⎦⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎤

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡F(8�F(8�F(.�F(.�F(ª�F(ª�F(«�F(«�⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤
 (4-45) 

 

 

For an equation of linear system  y = Kx, if  K ϵ ℜ�×� has a full row rank, therefore, a right inverse 

(pseudo inverse) exists K'8 similar to  K'8K = �×�. Accordingly, equation (4-45) can be solved 

and expressed as follows. 

⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡F(8�F(8�F(.�F(.�F(ª�F(ª�F(«�F(«�⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤

=

⎣⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1−a −a −b −b c c d d− t2 t2 − t2 t2 − t2 t2 − t2 t21 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1⎦⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎤'8

⎣⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ F(?)®MPMOF(?8�)®F(?8�)®F(?.�)®F(?.�)®F(?ª�)®F(?ª�)®F(?«�)®F(?«�)®⎦⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤

 

 

(4-46) 
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Chapter 5 ASSESSMENT OF CONTROLLERS PERFORMANCE 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

After introducing the implementation of several control strategies in the previous chapter, an 

evaluation needs to be conducted to determine the benefits of integrating SAS with AWS, TV, and 

DB at the high and low friction road surfaces. Hence, this evaluation method introduces an 

assessment of each controller performance through a comparison between each control strategy 

with and without integration of SAS, as it can be summarized as follows. 

 A comparison is carried out between the LQR controller’s AWS and AWS+SAS. 

 A comparison is performed between the LQR controller’s TV and TV+SAS. 

 A comparison is conducted between the LQR controller’s DB and DB+SAS. 

Based on the assessment of each controller performance at limit handling conditions at the 

different coefficient of friction. A judgement will be made to investigate the merits of each control 

strategy to improve the vehicle’s stability at a highly nonlinear operating range of the tires. 

Accordingly, a conclusion can be drawn out of this assessment at the end of this chapter.  

 

5.2 Assessment of each controller performance 
 

The assessment of each control strategy was performed in the Slalom test course. This standard 

test is normally utilized to analyze the vehicles’ dynamics performance in the industry. Since the 

main goal is to evaluate the vehicle’s dynamics performance at limit handling scenarios. And to 

ensure the effectiveness of the proposed controllers under the changes in road surface friction and 

the variation of vehicle parameters such as cornering stiffness and different steering inputs. 

Therefore, most of the tests are conducted at high speeds. Moreover, all simulations were 

performed at high and low road coefficients of friction 0.85 and 0.35, respectively.  

Table 5-1 summarizes the two test events conducted to compare each proposed control strategy 

with and without integration of Semi-active suspension. 
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Table 5-1  List of Test Events for Assessment of Each Controller’s Performance 

 

Test # 

 

Configuration Test Maneuver Speed (Km/h) 
Coefficient of 

friction (�) 

At High Coefficient of Friction 

5.2.1.1.1 AWS vs 
AWS+SAS 

Slalom 65 0.85 5.2.1.1.2 TV vs TV+SAS 

5.2.1.1.3 DB vs DB+SAS 

At Low Coefficient of Friction 

5.2.1.2.1 AWS vs 
AWS+SAS 

Slalom 40 0.35 5.2.1.2.2 TV vs TV+SAS 

5.2.1.2.3 DB vs DB+SAS 

 

 

5.2.1 30m Constant Step Slalom Test (NATO AVTP-1 03-30)  
 

The NATO AVTP-1 03-30 standard test is maintained at 30 meters constant spacing distance 

between each pair of cones (d.). While the lateral offset (dª) between each cone was set to 5 

meters. The test course layout is represented as follows in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1 NATO AVTP-1 03-30 Constant Step Slalom Test course layout [112] 

 

5.2.1.1 Results and Discussion of the assessment of each controller performance at high 
coefficient of friction – Constant Step Slalom (65 km/h ;  μ = 0.85) 

 

5.2.1.1.1  AWS vs AWS+SAS 
 

Figure 5-2 (a) and (b) show the vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error performed by each 

control strategy AWS and AWS+SAS, respectively. It can be noticed that AWS+SAS has achieved 

least error compared to AWS as shown in Table 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2 (a) Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) and (b) Error obtained by AWS 
and AWS+SAS  
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Table 5-2 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by AWS and AWS+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

AWS 0.2552  

AWS+SAS 0.2165  

 

Figure 5-3, Figure 5-4, Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 demonstrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for both AWS and AWS+SAS, respectively. Its notable 

that AWS+SAS has achieved less sideslip angle than AWS, which considered as a merit for 

AWS+SAS over AWS in terms of enhancing vehicle’s stability at high road friction surface. 

Regarding to yaw rate response amplitude is approximately maintained the same for both. 

However, the AWS+SAS has performed smoother peak than AWS, leading to augment the 

vehicle’s maneuverability. Moreover, the AWS+SAS exhibits less drop in vehicle’s longitudinal 

speed compared to AWS, which makes it close to attain the desired speed. Furthermore, it can be 

observed that AWS+SAS has a tremendous effect in reducing the lateral acceleration compared to 

AWS, which can increase the vehicle’s stability while cornering at high speed.  

 

Figure 5-3 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-4 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-6 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-7, Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 illustrate the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, and 

roll angle, respectively. It can be observed that AWS+SAS has significantly reduced the vertical 

displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to AWS. Furthermore, AWS+SAS has 

enormously minimized the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer. Hence, 

avoiding the grip loss between the tires and the ground at high-speed cornering maneuvers.    

 

Figure 5-7 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-8 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-9 Roll Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11demonstrate the front and rear road steer angles in (a) and (b) for AWS 

and AWS+SAS, respectively. It is remarkable that AWS exhibits larger front and rear steer angle 

compared to AWS+SAS, which interpreted as the vehicle has tendency to drift out. Thus, the AWS 

controller deals with that issue by increasing the steering angle to keep the vehicle on the desired 

trajectory. Moreover, the AWS+SAS has achieved the least front and rear steer wheel angle, which 
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is 21.5 and 5.7 degrees for the front and rear steering angles, respectively. While the AWS has 

reached 23.4 and 8.7 degrees for the front and rear steering angles, respectively. It should be noted 

that the rear steer angles for both controllers are performing parallel steering (steering in the same 

direction as the front steering angles). 

 

Figure 5-10 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ =0.85) 

 

Figure 5-11 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS+SAS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 show the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive forces in 

(a) and (b) respectively for AWS and AWS+SAS. It can be observed that AWS+SAS has obtained 

largest dampers ‘compressive forces varying with time. The largest left side dampers’ force was 

15479 N and for the right side was 15906 N. while for AWS was 13286.5 N and 13443.4 N for 

the left and right side, respectively.  

 

Figure 5-12 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-13 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 express the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and (b) 

respectively for AWS and AWS+SAS. Its notable that AWS+SAS has substantially prevented the 

vehicle’s wheels on both sides to left off the ground during the maneuver event while AWS not. 

Thus, keeping the tires in contact with the ground, has a significant effect on vehicle’s lateral 

stability in terms of avoiding rollover at high-speed cornering maneuver. Furthermore, minimizing 

the drop of the lateral forces between the contact patch of tires and the ground due to lateral load 

transfer.  

 

Figure 5-14 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for AWS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-15  (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for AWS+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

5.2.1.1.2 TV vs TV+SAS 
 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy TV and 

TV+SAS are shown in Figure 5-16 in (a) and (b) respectively. It can be noticed that TV+SAS has 

maintained less error compared to TV as shown in Table 5-3. Furthermore, the TV+SAS has 

stabilized the vehicle faster than TV based on the settling time. 
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Figure 5-16 (a) Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85)  and (b) Error obtained by TV 
and TV+SAS 

 

Table 5-3 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by TV and TV+SAS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

TV 0.4854  

TV+SAS 0.4656  

 

Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18, Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20 illustrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for both TV and TV+SAS, respectively. It can be 

remarked that TV+SAS has achieved less sideslip angle and stabilizes the vehicle faster than TV, 

which considered as a merit for TV+SAS over TV in terms of enhancing vehicle’s stability at high 

road friction surface. The yaw rate response amplitude was varying with respect to time for both 

control strategies. However, the TV+SAS has performed smoother peak than TV, leading to an 

enhancement in vehicle’s maneuverability. Also, the yaw rate response for TV was slightly shifted 

and delayed, yielded place to TV+SAS to show a superiority in stabilizing the vehicle faster. As 

well as the TV+SAS exhibits less drop in vehicle’s longitudinal speed compared to TV, which 

makes it close to achieve the desired speed. Furthermore, it can be observed that TV+SAS has a 
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significant effect in minimizing the lateral acceleration compared to TV, which can increase the 

vehicle’s stability while cornering at high speed.  

 

Figure 5-17 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-18 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-19 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-20 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-21, Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 demonstrate the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, 

pitch, and roll angle, respectively. It is notable that TV+SAS has significantly minimized the 

vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to TV. Moreover, TV+SAS has 

tremendously reduced the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer. Thus, 

avoiding the grip loss between the tires and the ground at high-speed cornering maneuvers.   
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Figure 5-21 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-22 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-23 Roll Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 show the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) and 

(b) respectively. The maximum obtained driving torque during this maneuver event was same for 

both control strategies TV and TV+SAS. Nevertheless, it can be noticed that TV+SAS generates 

less fluctuated and smooth driving torque in both sides compared to TV. 

 

Figure 5-24 (a) Left Driving Wheel Torque and (b) Right Driving Wheel Torque for TV during Slalom at 
65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-25 (a) Left Driving Wheel Torque and (b) Right Driving Wheel Torque for TV+SAS during 
Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-26 and Figure 5-27 represent the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive forces 

in (a) and (b) respectively for TV and TV+SAS. It is remarkable that TV+SAS has obtained largest 

dampers ‘compressive forces varying with time. The largest left side dampers’ force was almost 

15000 N and for both sides. while for TV was 11521.5 N and 11301.5 N for the left and right side, 

respectively. 
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Figure 5-26 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-27 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 depict the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and (b) 

respectively for TV and TV+SAS. Its notable that TV+SAS has greatly prevented the vehicle’s 

wheels on both sides to left off the ground during the maneuver event while TV not. Hence, 
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keeping the tires in contact with the ground, has a significant effect on vehicle’s lateral stability in 

terms of avoiding rollover at high-speed cornering maneuver. Furthermore, minimizing the drop 

of the lateral forces between the contact patch of tires and the ground due to lateral load transfer. 

 

Figure 5-28 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for TV during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ =0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-29 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for TV+SAS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 
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The slip ratio of the left and right sides’ vehicle tires for TV and TV+SAS are shown in Figure 

5-30 and Figure 5-31in (a) and (b) respectively. Despite the intervention of slip controller for TV 

to prevent the slip ratio exceeding 25%, an extent surpassed the desired limit, and this is because 

of the variation in lateral load transfer. However, it can be observed that the TV+SAS has 

maintained the slip at 25% where the peak tractive forces can be obtained. 

 

Figure 5-30 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for TV during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-31 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for TV+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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5.2.1.1.3 DB vs DB+SAS 
 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy DB and 

DB+SAS are shown in Figure 5-32 in (a) and (b) respectively. Its notable that there is no significant 

difference between both control strategies DB and DB+SAS in maintaining trajectory.  However, 

a slight increase in error is observed for DB as shown in Table 5-4.   

 

Figure 5-32 (a) Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85)  and (b) Error obtained by DB 
and DB+SAS 

 

Table 5-4 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by DB and DB+SAS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

DB 0.2986  

DB+SAS 0.2866  

 

The vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, longitudinal speed and Lateral Acceleration for DB and DB+SAS 

are shown in Figure 5-33, Figure 5-34, Figure 5-35 and Figure 5-36 respectively. The DB+SAS has 

achieved less sideslip angle and stabilizes the vehicle faster than DB, which considered as a merit 

for DB+SAS over DB in terms of enhancing vehicle’s stability at high road friction surface. There 

is no any significant difference in yaw rate response amplitude between DB and DB+SAS. 
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However, a slight delay encountered for DB to stabilize the vehicle than DB+SAS. Since the 

braking is utilized as a control allocation, therefore, a drop in longitudinal speed was expected. 

Nevertheless, the drop in speed was almost same for both control strategies which is around 45 

Km/h. Moreover, it should be noted that DB and DB+SAS have a tremendous effect in minimizing 

the lateral acceleration compared to any other control allocation strategies. And this due to the 

reduction in speed occurred as a result of employing the braking as control allocation. Nonetheless, 

the DB+SAS has displayed a superiority over DB in reducing the lateral acceleration below 0.4 

g’s. As well as by keeping the peak amplitude smooth and faster in stabilizing the vehicle.   

 

Figure 5-33 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-34 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-35 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-36 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-37, Figure 5-38 and Figure 5-39 depict the sprung mass displacement, pitch and roll angle 

for DB and DB+SAS, respectively. It can be observed the considerable effect of integrating SAS 

in particularly with employing the braking as a control allocation strategy. For the sprung mass 

displacement, the DB+SAS has showed superiority over DB in damping the variation in heave 

motion to smallest value while DB reached almost 0.06 meters. The variation in longitudinal load 

transfer due to braking and recuperating the speed by the driver, can be demonstrated through pitch 

angle plot. Accordingly, the DB+SAS has dampened the pitch angle at smallest value -0.08 degree, 

while -1.7 degree for DB. Furthermore, the DB+SAS has succeeded to maintain the roll angle at 

smallest value below 2 degrees, while reached 6 degrees for DB. Consequently, leading to 

minimizing the drop in total lateral forces due to lateral load transfer caused by roll angle.  
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Figure 5-37 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-38 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-39 Roll Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

Figure 5-40 and Figure 5-41 show the left and right braking wheel torque in (a) and (b) for DB and 

DB+SAS. There is no any significant difference can be observed in braking torque magnitude 

between DB and DB+SAS. However, a smooth braking torque was induced for DB+SAS than in 

DB. 

 

Figure 5-40 (a) Left Braking Wheel Torque and (b) Right Braking Wheel Torque for DB during Slalom at 
65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-41 (a) Left Braking Wheel Torque and (b) Right Braking Wheel Torque for DB+SAS during 
Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-42 and Figure 5-43 illustrate the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive forces 

in (a) and (b) respectively for DB and DB+SAS. It is notable that DB+SAS has obtained largest 

dampers ‘compressive forces varying with time. The largest left side dampers’ force was 15970.1 

N and 14607.1 N for left and right sides, respectively. while for DB was 7916.4 N and 8082.1 N 

for the left and right side, respectively. 

 

Figure 5-42 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 5-43 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-44 and Figure 5-45 demonstrate the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and 

(b) respectively for DB and DB+SAS. It is remarkable that DB+SAS has greatly prevented the 

vehicle’s wheels on both sides to left off the ground during the maneuver event while DB not. 

Hence, keeping the tires in contact with the ground, has a great effect on vehicle’s lateral stability 

in terms of avoiding rollover at high-speed cornering maneuver. Moreover, minimizing the drop 

of the lateral forces between the contact patch of tires and the ground due to lateral load transfer. 
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Figure 5-44 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for DB during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ =0.85) 

 

Figure 5-45 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for DB+SAS during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 5-46 and Figure 5-47 represent the slip ratio of the left and right sides’ vehicle tires (a) and 

(b) for DB and DB+SAS. It can be noticed the intervention of slip controller in both control 

strategies to prevent the slip ratio exceeding 25% while braking is engaged, where the peak 

braking forces can be obtained. However, a remarkable arise in slip ratio nearly 45%  during 
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recuperating speed (driving) encountered for DB and this due to the effect of the lateral load 

transfer while the DB+SAS not. It should be noted that there is no slip controller on the driving 

torque when employing the braking as a control allocation. 

 

Figure 5-46 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for DB during Slalom at 65 Km/h 
(μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 5-47 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for DB+SAS during Slalom at 65 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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5.2.1.2 Results and Discussion of the assessment of each controller performance at low 
coefficient of friction – Constant Step Slalom (40 ��/ℎ ;  � = 0.35) 

 

5.2.1.2.1 AWS vs AWS+SAS 
 

Figure 5-48 show the vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error performed by each control 

strategy AWS and AWS+SAS, respectively. It can be noticed that AWS+SAS has achieved 

slightly least error compared to AWS as shown in Table 5-5. As well as AWS+SAS stabilizes the 

vehicle faster than AWS. 

 

Figure 5-48 (a) Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) and (b) Error obtained by AWS 
and AWS+SAS 

 

Table 5-5 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by AWS and AWS+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35)  

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

AWS 0.1642  

AWS+SAS 0.1452  

 

Figure 5-49, Figure 5-50, Figure 5-51 and Figure 5-52 demonstrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for both AWS and AWS+SAS, respectively. Its notable 

that AWS and AWS+SAS have achieved almost the same peak amplitude sideslip angle. However, 
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a slight difference is observed in terms of stabilizing fast the vehicle for AWS+SAS. As for yaw 

rate response amplitude is approximately maintained the same for both control strategies. 

Furthermore, regarding to the longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration it can be observed that 

both control strategies have obtained identical results concerning the variation in speed and the 

stabilization time.  

 

Figure 5-49 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-50 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-51 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-52 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-53, Figure 5-54 and Figure 5-55 illustrate the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, 

and roll angle, respectively. It can be observed that AWS+SAS has significantly reduced the 

vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass to smallest value compared to AWS. 

Furthermore, AWS+SAS has enormously minimized the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal 

and lateral load transfer.  
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Figure 5-53 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-54 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-55 Roll Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-56 and Figure 5-57 demonstrate the front and rear road steer angles in (a) and (b) for AWS 

and AWS+SAS, respectively. It is remarkable that AWS+SAS exhibits larger front and rear steer 

angle compared to AWS, which interpreted as the vehicle has tendency to drift out. Thus, the 

AWS+SAS controller deals with that issue by increasing the steering angle to keep the vehicle on 

the desired trajectory. Moreover, the AWS+SAS has achieved the largest front and rear steer wheel 

angle, which is 19.1 and 5 degrees, respectively. While the AWS has reached 18.6 and 4.5 degrees 

for the front and rear steering angles, respectively. It should be noted that the rear steer angles for 

both controllers are performing parallel steering (steering in the same direction as the front steering 

angles). 
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Figure 5-56 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ =0.35) 

 

Figure 5-57 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS+SAS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

Figure 5-58 and Figure 5-59 show the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive forces in 

(a) and (b) respectively for AWS and AWS+SAS. It can be observed that AWS and AWS+SAS 

have obtained approximately the same dampers ‘compressive forces. The largest left side dampers’ 

force was 7169.6 N and for the right side was 7277.4 N. while for AWS+SAS was 7566.5 N and 

7630.5 N for the left and right side, respectively. 
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Figure 5-58 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-59 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

Figure 5-60 and Figure 5-61 express the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and (b) 

respectively for AWS and AWS+SAS. Its notable that AWS+SAS has substantially prevented the 

vehicle’s wheels normal loads from dropping beyond 10000 N for both sides compared to AWS 

that dropped below the indicated value. For the left and right sides normal load values are 12792.6 

and 12633.8 N respectively for AWS+SAS, while 8961.4 and 8655.7 N respectively for AWS. 
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However, this drop in the normal load is not considered significant, since the vehicle is running at 

low friction road surface.    

 

Figure 5-60 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for AWS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-61 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for AWS+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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5.2.1.2.2 TV vs TV+SAS 
 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy TV and 

TV+SAS are shown in Figure 5-62 in (a) and (b) respectively. It can be noticed that TV+SAS has 

slightly maintained less error compared to TV as depicted in Table 5-6. Furthermore, the TV has 

stabilized the vehicle faster than TV+SAS based on the settling time. 

 

 

Figure 5-62 (a) Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35)  and (b) Error obtained by TV 
and TV+SAS 

 

Table 5-6 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by TV and TV+SAS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

TV 0.1651  

TV+SAS 0.1564  

 

Figure 5-63, Figure 5-64, Figure 5-65 and Figure 5-66 represent the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for both TV and TV+SAS, respectively. It can be 

observed that TV+SAS have slightly achieved less sideslip angle than TV which are 1.2 and 1.5 

degrees, respectively. Also, a smooth peak amplitude response is obtained by TV+SAS and faster 
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in stabilizing the vehicle than TV. In view of yaw rate response amplitude is approximately 

maintained the same for both control strategies. Moreover, concerning the longitudinal speed and 

lateral acceleration it can be noticed that both control strategies have attained approximately 

identical results concerning the variation in speed, except very slight difference in a quick 

stabilizing time for lateral acceleration encountered for TV+SAS. 

 

Figure 5-63 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-64 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-65 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-66 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-67, Figure 5-68 and Figure 5-69 depict the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, and 

roll angle, respectively. It can be observed that TV+SAS has minimized the vertical displacement 

at the CG of the sprung mass to smallest value compared to TV. Furthermore, TV+SAS has 

substantially reduced the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer.  
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Figure 5-67 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-68 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-69 Roll Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-70 and Figure 5-71express the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) 

and (b) respectively. Its notable that TV+SAS have obtained less driving wheel torque for both 

sides which are 2388.9 Nm and 2495.4 NM, While TV attained 4687.6 Nm. and 3853.8 Nm for 

left and right sides, respectively. Furthermore, TV+SAS generates less fluctuated and smooth 

driving torque in both sides compared to TV. 

 

Figure 5-70 (a) Left Driving Wheel Torque and (b) Right Driving Wheel Torque for TV during Slalom at 
40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-71 (a) Left Driving Wheel Torque and (b) Right Driving Wheel Torque for TV+SAS during 
Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-72 and Figure 5-73 demonstrate the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive 

forces in (a) and (b) respectively for TV and TV+SAS. It can be observed that TV+SAS has 

obtained largest dampers ‘compressive forces varying with time. The largest left side dampers’ 

force was nearly 6000 N and for both sides. while for TV was 4511.0 N and 4419.4 N for the left 

and right side, respectively.  

 

Figure 5-72 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-73 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-74 and Figure 5-75 show the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and (b) 

respectively for TV and TV+SAS. It can be noticed that TV+SAS has significantly prevented the 

vehicle’s wheels normal loads from dropping beyond 12000 N for both sides compared to TV that 

dropped up 9500 N. For the left and right sides normal load values are 12947.8 and 12961.2 N 

respectively for TV+SAS, while 10199.4 and 9513.0 N for TV. However, this drop in the normal 

load is not considered significant, since the vehicle is running at low friction road surface.    
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Figure 5-74 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for TV during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ =0.35) 

 

Figure 5-75 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for TV+SAS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

The slip ratio of the left and right sides’ vehicle tires for TV and TV+SAS are shown in Figure 

5-76 and Figure 5-77 in (a) and (b) respectively. The intervention of slip controller can be observed 

to prevent the slip ratio from exceeding the desired limit 25% for TV. On the contrary no 

intervention of the slip controller of the TV+SAS, where the maximum slip ratio attained is 0.06 

and this is because of the reduction of lateral load transfer achieved by integrating SAS. 
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Figure 5-76 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for TV during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-77 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for TV+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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5.2.1.2.3 DB vs DB+SAS 
 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy DB and 

DB+SAS are shown in Figure 5-78 in (a) and (b) respectively. It can be noticed that DB+SAS and 

DB have almost maintained same error as represented in Table 5-7. Furthermore, the DB has 

stabilized the vehicle faster than DB+SAS based on the settling time. 

 

 

Figure 5-78 (a) Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35)  and (b) Error obtained by DB 
and DB+SAS 

 

Table 5-7 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by DB and DB+SAS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

DB 0.1654  

DB+SAS 0.1617  

 

Figure 5-79, Figure 5-80, Figure 5-81 and Figure 5-82 illustrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for both DB and DB+SAS, respectively. Its notable that 

DB+SAS have slightly achieved less sideslip angle than DB which are 1.6 and 1.9 degrees, 

respectively. Also, a smooth peak amplitude response is obtained by DB+SAS and faster in 
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stabilizing the vehicle than DB. Regarding to the yaw rate response amplitude is approximately 

maintained the same for both control strategies. Furthermore, concerning the longitudinal speed it 

can be noticed that both control strategies have attained the same drop variation in speed. 

Nevertheless, a slight reduction difference in lateral acceleration is observed encountered for 

DB+SAS which is 0.27 g’s while 0.3 g’s for DB.     

 

Figure 5-79 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-80 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-81 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-82 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-83, Figure 5-84 and Figure 5-85 demonstrate the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, 

pitch, and roll angle, respectively. It can be observed that DB+SAS has minimized the vertical 

displacement at the CG of the sprung mass to smallest value compared to DB. Moreover, DB+SAS 

has substantially reduced the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer. 
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Figure 5-83 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 5-84 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-85 Roll Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-86 and Figure 5-87 show the left and right braking wheel torque in (a) and (b) for DB and 

DB+SAS. It can be remarked that DB has obtained less braking wheel torque in both sides than 

DB+SAS. DB has achieved 8000 Nm and 7835.5 Nm, while DB+SAS attained 9948.2 Nm and 

9125.1 Nm for left and right sides, respectively.  

 

Figure 5-86 (a) Left Braking Wheel Torque and (b) Right Braking Wheel Torque for DB during Slalom at 
40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-87 (a) Left Braking Wheel Torque and (b) Right Braking Wheel Torque for DB+SAS during 
Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-88 and Figure 5-89 demonstrate the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive 

forces in (a) and (b) respectively for DB and DB+SAS. It can be observed that DB+SAS has 

obtained largest dampers ‘compressive forces varying with time. The largest left side dampers’ 

force was nearly 8490.6 N and 7404.5 N for left and right sides, respectively. while for DB was 

4343.6 N and 4390.5 N for the left and right side, respectively.  

 

Figure 5-88 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 5-89 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-90 and Figure 5-91 show the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and (b) 

respectively for DB and DB+SAS. It can be noticed that DB+SAS has significantly prevented the 

vehicle’s wheels normal loads from dropping beyond 11000 N for both sides compared to DB that 

dropped up 9000 N. For the left and right sides normal load values are 11304.0 N and 12372.0 N 

respectively for DB+SAS, while 9022.8 N and 10762.1 N for DB. However, this drop in the normal 

load is not considered significant, since the vehicle is running at low friction road surface.   
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Figure 5-90 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for DB during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ =0.35) 

 

Figure 5-91 (a) Left Normal Forces and (b) Right Normal Forces for DB+SAS during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

 

The slip ratio of the left and right sides’ vehicle tires for DB and DB+SAS are shown in Figure 

5-92Figure 5-93 in (a) and (b) respectively. Its notable the slip control intervention in both control 

strategies to prevent the slip ratio to exceed the desired limit 25% where the peak braking forces 

can be generated. 
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Figure 5-92 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for DB during Slalom at 40 Km/h 
(μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 5-93 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for DB+SAS during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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5.3 Summary and Conclusion 
 

 A comprehensive comparison has been conducted between each control strategy with and without 

integration of SAS during slalom test events. The first event was at speed 65 Km/h and coefficient 

of friction 0.85, while the second event was at 40 Km/h and low friction road surface 0.35.  The 

aim of this comparison was to investigate the benefits of integrating the SAS with AWS, TV and 

DB and its effect on vehicle’s lateral dynamics. The first comparison was carried out between 

AWS vs AWS+SAS, followed by TV vs TV+SAS then DB vs DB+SAS. As it can be summarized 

as follows. 

At speed 65 Km/h and high coefficient of friction 0.85  

 All control strategies integrated with SAS have shown superiority against all control 

strategies without integration of SAS in enhancing vehicle’s lateral stability.  

 It was observed that the integration of SAS has assisted in minimizing the error that 

occurred during performing the intended trajectory. 

 It succeeded to achieve less sideslip angle, leading to an improvement in terms of vehicle 

stability at a high friction road surface.  

 It was found that the yaw rate peak response was noticed smoother.  

 It helped in maintaining the speed close to the desired speed with less drop,  

 A significant reduction in lateral acceleration has been remarked with the integration of 

SAS.  

 A tremendous reduction in sprung mass vertical displacement. Furthermore, the integration 

of SAS has significantly reduced the pitch and roll angles at the smallest possible values 

resulting from longitudinal and lateral load transfer at high-speed cornering. Consequently, 

maintaining the tires with contact with the ground during the severe maneuvers and 

preventing the drop of total lateral forces due to load transfer. Also minimizing the possible 

chances of a rollover. 

 It was remarked that AWS+SAS was exhibiting less front and rear steering wheel angles 

than AWS. Moreover, in the case of TV+SAS, less fluctuation was observed in generating 

the driving torque, as well as less in driving torque magnitude achieved than TV. In the 
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same manner the DB+SAS was found to attain less braking torque and oscillations than 

DB. 

 The integration of SAS had a substantial effect in preventing the tires from losing grip with 

the ground and keep them at high values based on the normal load plots. Nevertheless, 

gives it an advantage over all control strategies without integration of SAS that reached 

zero values during high-speed cornering maneuver. 

 It was found that the integration of SAS had helped the slip controllers in the case of 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS to maintain either the tractive or braking peak effort at the desired 

values of slip ratio of 20 − 25%. While the TV and DB surpassed these values, which can 

badly reduce the lateral forces, and this is because of load transfer.  

 In terms of stabilization time, it was observed that the integration of SAS stabilizes faster 

the vehicle than the control strategies without integration of SAS based on the settling time 

in all the plots. 

At speed 40 Km/h and low coefficient of friction 0.35  

 All control strategies with and without integration of SAS have relatively obtained the same 

error during performing the desired trajectory. However, the control strategies integrated 

with SAS were observed slightly performing less error than the control strategies without 

integration of SAS. 

 Regarding vehicle sideslip angle, yaw rate, longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration, the 

performance of all control strategies were noticed the same, no significant remarks can be 

observed. 

 It’s true that all the control strategies integrated with SAS have succeeded to minimize the 

sprung mass displacement, pitch, and roll angles at the lowest possible values than the 

control strategies without integration of SAS. However, the enhancements applied to the 

vehicle’s stability and maneuverability were not that quite significant except for TV+SAS 

and DB+SAS have slightly stabilized the vehicle faster than TV and DB in terms of sideslip 

angle plots. 

 It should be noted that AWS+SAS exhibited larger front and rear steering angles than 

AWS. Furthermore, the braking torque generated was observed larger for DB+SAS than 
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in the case of DB. However, TV+SAS attained less driving torque achieved than in the 

case of TV. 

 No significant drop in normal loads has been detected since the vehicle was running at a 

low coefficient of friction, therefore the lateral acceleration was below 0.4 g’s. 

 It was found that TV had maintained the driving torque to be generated at peak effort of 

slip ratio 25%, unlike TV+SAS that was at 6%. While in the case of DB+SAS and DB the 

braking peak effort was at slip ratios 25%. 

The final remark can be drawn as the integration of SAS can greatly enhance vehicle lateral 

dynamics at high friction road surfaces. while at low coefficient of friction its not effective, in 

particularly in case if the control allocation utilized as by steering or braking. 
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Chapter 6 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

6.1 Introduction 
 

Various standard test maneuvers have been conducted at limit handling conditions at different 

coefficients of friction to evaluate the effectiveness of each proposed control strategy using the 

TRUCKSIM full vehicle model. Based on the conclusion and results obtained in the previous 

chapter, the evaluation method in this chapter presents a comparison between the conventional 

vehicle (no control) versus each proposed control strategy with and without integration of SAS 

based on the friction road surface. As it can be summarized as follows. 

 A comparison is conducted between LQR controllers (AWS+SAS vs TV+SAS vs 

DB+SAS) vs conventional vehicle at high friction road surfaces. 

 A comparison is performed between LQR controllers (AWS vs TV vs DB) vs conventional 

vehicle at low friction road surfaces. 

The evaluation method of each control strategy was carried out in Slalom, Standard Double Lane 

Change (DLC), Federal Motors Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS 126 ESC), Modified J-Turn and 

Open-Loop Step Slalom test maneuvers. These standard tests are normally utilized to analyze the 

vehicles’ dynamics performance in the industry. Since the main goal is to evaluate the vehicle’s 

dynamics performance at limit handling scenarios. And to ensure the effectiveness of the proposed 

controllers under the changes in road surface friction and the variation of vehicle parameters such 

as cornering stiffness and different steering inputs. Therefore, most of the tests are conducted at 

high speeds. Moreover, all simulations were performed at average and high dry road coefficient of 

friction 0.85 and 1.0 respectively and then duplicated at a low coefficient of friction 0.2 and 0.35, 

respectively.  

Table 6-1 outlines all the test maneuvers that were conducted at various speeds and road coefficient 

of friction for all the proposed control strategies and the conventional vehicle. 
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Table 6-1 List of Various Test Events for Controllers’ Evaluation 

 

Test # 

 

Configuration Test Maneuver Speed (Km/h) 
Coefficient of 

friction (�) 

 

1 

 

No Control vs 
AWS+SAS vs 
TV+SAS vs 

DB+SAS Slalom 

65 0.85 

75 1.0 

No Control vs 
AWS 
vs TV 
vs DB 

40 0.35 

30 0.2 

 

2 

 

 

No Control vs 
AWS+SAS 
vs TV+SAS 
vs DB+SAS DLC 

100 0.85 

No Control vs 
AWS 
vs TV 
vs DB 

80 0.35 

 

3 

 

 

No Control vs 
AWS+SAS 
vs TV+SAS 
vs DB+SAS FMVSS 126 ESC 

100 0.85 

No Control vs 
AWS 
vs TV 
vs DB 

80 0.35 

 

4 

 

 

No Control vs 
AWS+SAS 
vs TV+SAS 
vs DB+SAS Modified J-Turn 

100 0.85 

No Control vs 
AWS 
vs TV 
vs DB 

80 0.35 

5 

No Control vs 
AWS+SAS 
vs TV+SAS 
vs DB+SAS 

Open-Loop Step 

Slalom 
65 1.0 
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6.2 Simulation Results and Discussion at Various Test Events 
 

6.2.1 30m Constant Step Slalom Test (NATO AVTP-1 03-30)  
 

6.2.1.1 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – Constant 
Step Slalom (65 km/h ;  μ = 0.85) 

 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy AWS+SAS, 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS and Vehicle (No Control) are shown in Figure 6-1 in (a) and (b) 

respectively. It can be noticed that all the proposed control strategies have succeeded to maintain 

the vehicle on the desired trajectory, while vehicle (No Control) failed and lost stability. However, 

TV+SAS has achieved the largest error among the proposed control strategies while AWS+SAS 

has obtained the smallest error as shown in Table 6-2. Furthermore, TV+SAS and AWS+SAS have 

stabilized the vehicle faster than DB+SAS based on the settling time and this is because of the 

reduction in speed caused by braking. 

 

Figure 6-1 Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) and (b) Error obtained by vehicle (No 
Control), AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS 
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Table 6-2 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by Uncontrolled Vehicle, AWS+SAS, TV+SAS 
and DB+SAS during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

No Control 3.4906  

AWS+SAS 0.2165  

TV+SAS 0.4656  

DB+SAS 0.2866  

 

Figure 6-2, Figure 6-3, Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 illustrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS and Vehicle 

(No Control), respectively. It is notable that TV+SAS has achieved the largest sideslip angle 

compared to the other control strategies, while DB+SAS have obtained the smallest value. The 

yaw rate response amplitude was varying with respect to time for all control strategies. However, 

the TV+SAS has performed the largest peak value, leading to an enhancement in vehicle’s 

maneuverability. Also, the yaw rate response for DB+SAS was shifted and delayed, yielded place 

to AWS+SAS and TV+SAS to show a superiority in stabilizing the vehicle faster. Moreover, the 

TV+SAS has succeeded to reasonably maintain the vehicle’s longitudinal speed close to the 

desired value compared to AWS+SAS and DB+SAS, the lowest drop in speed attained by each 

are 61.1, 60.2 and 45.3 Km/h, respectively. Furthermore, it can be observed that DB+SAS has a 

significant effect in minimizing the lateral acceleration compared to other control strategies and 

this is due to the reduction in speed caused by braking. However, TV+SAS has stabilized the 

vehicle faster than the other control strategies in all mentioned plots followed by AWS+SAS. 
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Figure 6-2 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-3 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-4 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-5 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-6, Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 demonstrate the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, 

and roll angle, respectively. It can be remarked that all control strategies have significantly 

minimized the vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to the vehicle with 

no control whose lost stability. However, AWS+SAS has obtained the largest displacement 

compared to the other control strategies, while DB+SAS has performed the smallest value. As well 
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as AWS+SAS and TV+SAS have stabilized and maintained the sprung mass leveling to zero faster 

than DB+SAS. Although, DB+SAS has tremendously reduced the pitch and roll angle due to 

longitudinal and lateral load transfer compared to AWS+SAS and TV+SAS, it requires time to 

stabilize the vehicle based on the settling time.  

 

Figure 6-6 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-7 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-8 Roll Angle during Slalom at 65 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

6.2.1.2 Results and Discussion of Second Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – 
Constant Step Slalom (75 km/h ;  μ = 1.0) 

 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy AWS+SAS, 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS and Vehicle (No Control) are shown in Figure 6-9 in (a) and (b) 

respectively. It can be observed that TV+SAS and DB+SAS have succeeded to maintain the 

vehicle on the desired trajectory, while AWS+SAS and vehicle with no control failed and lost 

stability. However, TV+SAS has achieved the largest error compared to DB+SAS as presented in 

Table 6-3. Furthermore, TV+SAS has stabilized the vehicle faster than DB+SAS based on the 

settling time and this is because of the reduction in speed caused by braking. 
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Figure 6-9 Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) and (b) Error obtained by vehicle (No 
Control), AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS 

 

Table 6-3 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by Uncontrolled Vehicle, AWS+SAS, TV+SAS 
and DB+SAS during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

No Control 17.0994  

AWS+SAS 8.9898  

TV+SAS 0.5557  

DB+SAS 0.3089  

 

Figure 6-10, Figure 6-11, Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 demonstrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration for AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS and Vehicle 

with no control, respectively. It can be noticed that TV+SAS has achieved the largest sideslip angle 

compared to DB+SAS, while AWS+SAS and vehicle with no control have lost stability. 

Nevertheless, TV+SAS has shown superiority over DB+SAS in stabilizing faster the vehicle at 

16.1 seconds while 19.4 seconds by DB+SAS. The yaw rate response amplitude was varying with 

respect to time for both control strategies. However, the TV+SAS has performed the largest peak 

value, leading to an improvement in vehicle’s maneuverability. Also, the yaw rate response for 

DB+SAS was shifted and delayed, yielded place to TV+SAS to show a supremacy in stabilizing 
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the vehicle faster based on the settling time. Furthermore, the TV+SAS has succeeded to relatively 

maintain the vehicle’s longitudinal speed close to the desired value compared to DB+SAS, the 

lowest drop in speed attained by each are 66.2 and 45.7 Km/h, respectively. Nonetheless, it can be 

observed that DB+SAS has a significant effect in minimizing the lateral acceleration compared to 

TV+SAS and this is due to the reduction in speed caused by braking. However, TV+SAS has 

stabilized the vehicle faster than DB+SAS in all mentioned plots based on the settling time. 

 

Figure 6-10 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

 

Figure 6-11 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-12 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-13 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-14, Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 depict the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, and 

roll angle, respectively. It can be remarked that TV+SAS and DB+SAS have tremendously 

minimized the vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to AWS+SAS and 

the vehicle with no control whose lost stability. However, TV+SAS has obtained the largest 

displacement compared to DB+SAS. Nevertheless, TV+SAS have stabilized and maintained the 

sprung mass leveling to zero faster than DB+SAS. Although, DB+SAS has significantly reduced 
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the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer compared TV+SAS, it requires 

time to stabilize the vehicle based on the settling time. 

 

Figure 6-14 Sprung Mass Displacement during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

 

Figure 6-15 Pitch Angle during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-16 Roll Angle during Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-17 shows the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque for TV+SAS in (a) and 

(b) respectively. The maximum obtained driving torque during this test event was almost the same 

for left and right sides which are 5922.3 Nm and -4339.4 Nm for left side, while 5953.8 Nm and -

4313.0 Nm for right side. However, a slight fluctuation in driving torque is observed during this 

test event. 

 

Figure 6-17 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV+SAS during 
Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-18 illustrates the left and right braking wheel torque in (a) and (b) respectively for 

DB+SAS. There is no any significant remark can be observed regarding to wheels ‘braking torque 

magnitude for the left and right side. 

 

Figure 6-18 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB+SAS during 
Slalom at 75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-20 represent the left and right sides’ vehicle dampers ‘compressive forces 

in (a) and (b) respectively for TV+SAS and DB+SAS. It is remarkable that DB+SAS has obtained 

the largest left dampers’ forces, while TV+SAS has attained largest right dampers’ force varying 

with time. The DB+SAS dampers’ force was -19733.4 N and 15358.4 N for left and right 

respectively. While -18722.4 N and -18173.6 N for the left and right side, respectively for 

TV+SAS. 
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Figure 6-19 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV+SAS during Slalom at 75 
Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

 

Figure 6-20 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB+SAS during Slalom at 75 
Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-21 and Figure 6-22 demonstrate the left and right sides’ vehicle normal loads in (a) and 

(b) respectively for TV+SAS and DB+SAS. Its notable that TV+SAS and DB+SAS have 

reasonably prevented the vehicle’s wheels on both sides to left off the ground during the maneuver 
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event. However, the DB+SAS has obtained lowest left side normal load which is 398 N for the left 

fourth tire. While 706.2 N for the left first tire for TV+SAS. Hence, this drop in normal load can 

justify the increasing of the dampers’ force in the previous plots in Figure 6-19Figure 6-20 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-21(a) Left Side Normal Forces and (b) Right Side Normal Forces for TV+SAS during Slalom at 
75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

 

Figure 6-22 (a) Left Side Normal Forces and (b) Right Side Normal Forces for DB+SAS during Slalom at 
75 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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The slip ratio of the left and right sides’ vehicle tires for TV+SAS and DB+SAS are shown in 

Figure 6-23Figure 6-24 in (a) and (b) respectively. It can be observed that the minimization of the 

longitudinal and lateral load transfer can significantly assist the slip controller to maintain either 

the peak tractive or braking force at the desired limit (20 − 25%).  

 

Figure 6-23 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for TV+SAS during Slalom at 75 
Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-24 (a) Left Tires’ Slip Ratio and (b) Right Tires’ Slip Ratio for DB+SAS during Slalom at 75 
Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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6.2.1.3 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at Low coefficient of friction – Constant 
Step Slalom (40 km/h ;  μ = 0.35) 

 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy AWS, TV, 

DB, and vehicle with no control are shown in Figure 6-25 in (a) and (b) respectively. It can be 

noticed that all the proposed control strategies and vehicle with no control have succeeded to 

perform the trajectory without any failure. Also, the uncontrolled vehicle has relatively obtained 

the least error as shown in Table 6-4. 

 

Figure 6-25 Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) and (b) Error obtained by vehicle 
(No Control), AWS, TV, and DB 

 

Table 6-4 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by Uncontrolled Vehicle, AWS, TV, and DB 
during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

No Control 0.1530  

AWS 0.1642  

TV 0.1651  

DB 0.1654  
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Figure 6-26, Figure 6-27, Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29 illustrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed, and lateral acceleration respectively for AWS, TV, DB, and vehicle with no 

control. Its notable that AWS has achieved the smallest value for sideslip angle followed by TV 

then DB, 0.9, 1.3 and 2 degrees, respectively. While vehicle with no control has attained the largest 

value -5.6 degrees. which considered as a merit for AWS over the other control strategies in terms 

of enhancing vehicle’s stability at low road friction surface. The yaw rate response amplitude was 

maintained relatively same for all control strategies around 15 degree/s, while the vehicle with no 

control attained the largest value 19 degree/s. Moreover, AWS, TV and vehicle with no control 

exhibit less drop in vehicle’s longitudinal speed compared to DB, which makes it close to achieve 

the desired speed. For lateral acceleration there is no any significant observation can be remarked 

since all the configurations have reasonably same peak amplitude except the vehicle with no 

control has slightly attained the largest value.  

 

Figure 6-26 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-27 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-28 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-29 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-30 and Figure 6-31demonstrate the front and rear road steer angles in (a) and (b) for 

vehicle with no control and AWS, respectively. A maximum front steering angle of 18.7 degrees 

and 4.5 degrees for rear steering angle are observed for AWS, while -15 degrees for vehicle with 

no control. It should be noted that the rear steer angles for AWS are performing parallel steering 

(steering in the same direction as the front steering angles). 

 

Figure 6-30 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during Slalom at 40 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-31(a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ =0.35) 

Figure 6-32 and Figure 6-33 show the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) and 

(b) for vehicle with no control and TV, respectively. The maximum achieved driving wheel torque 

in the left and right side for TV is 4683.3 Nm and 3937.6 Nm, respectively. While 800 Nm in both 

sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-32 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during Slalom at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-33 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV during Slalom 
at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-34 presents the left and right sides’ braking wheel torque in (a) and (b) for DB. The 

maximum attained wheel braking torque is observed to be relatively same for both sides, for the 

left side is 8007.3 Nm, while 7835.5 Nm for the right side. 

 

Figure 6-34 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB during Slalom 
at 40 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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6.2.1.4 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at Low coefficient of friction – Constant 
Step Slalom (30 km/h ;  μ = 0.2) 

 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy AWS, TV, 

DB, and vehicle with no control are shown in Figure 6-35. Its notable that TV and DB have 

successfully maintained the trajectory, while AWS and vehicle with no control failed to achieve 

it. However, DB has slightly obtained the largest error compared to TV as shown in Table 6-5. 

 

Figure 6-35 Vehicle trajectory during Slalom at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) and (b) Error obtained by vehicle (No 
Control), AWS, TV, and DB 

 

Table 6-5 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by Uncontrolled Vehicle, AWS, TV, and DB 
during Slalom at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

No Control 22.7483  

AWS 26.5756  

TV 0.1239  

DB 0.1348  

 

Figure 6-36, Figure 6-37, Figure 6-38 and Figure 6-39 depict the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed, and lateral acceleration respectively for AWS, TV, DB, and vehicle with no 
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control. TV has showed superiority in minimizing the vehicle sideslip and keep it stable at very 

low friction road surface followed by DB, while AWS and vehicle with no control failed and lost 

stability. The yaw rate is observed to be same for both TV and DB. However, DB has slightly 

achieved larger peak amplitude than TV, also the response is shifted and delayed, makes TV to 

stabilize the vehicle faster. The longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration were approximately 

maintained the same for both control strategies. However, TV is faster than DB in stabilizing the 

vehicle based on the settling time. 

 

Figure 6-36 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Slalom at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 

 

Figure 6-37 Yaw Rate during Slalom at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 
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Figure 6-38 Vehicle Speed during Slalom at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 

 

 

Figure 6-39 Lateral Acceleration during Slalom at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 

 

Figure 6-40 express the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) and (b) for TV. 

The maximum achieved driving wheel torque in the left and right side is 1849.0 Nm and 1978.0 

Nm, respectively. 
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Figure 6-40 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV during Slalom 
at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 

 

Figure 6-41 express the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB. The 

maximum achieved braking wheel torque in the left and right side is -7897.3 Nm and -3301.7 Nm, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-41 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB during Slalom 
at 30 Km/h (μ = 0.2) 
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6.2.2 Double Lane Change Test (DLC) (NATO AVTP 03-160W) 
 

The NATO AVTP 03-160W standard test is designed to evaluate the vehicle’s lateral dynamics 

behaviour through a lane change with a rapidly return to original lane. The maneuver course layout 

is represented as follows in Figure 6-42. 

 

Figure 6-42 NATO AVTP 03-160 W Lane-Change Test Course Layout (Courtesy of GDLS-C) [112] 

 

6.2.2.1 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – NATO 
Double Lane Change (100 km/h ;  μ = 0.85) 

 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy AWS+SAS, 

TV+SAS, DB+SAS, and vehicle with no control are shown in Figure 6-43 in (a) and (b) 

respectively. Its notable that all proposed control strategies and vehicle with no control have 

performed the trajectory. AWS+SAS has achieved the least error compared to the other control 

strategies and uncontrolled vehicle as presented in Table 6-6.   
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Figure 6-43 Vehicle trajectory during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) and (b) Error obtained by vehicle (No 
Control), AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS 

 

Table 6-6 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by Uncontrolled Vehicle, AWS+SAS, TV+SAS 
and DB+SAS during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

No Control 0.2273  

AWS+SAS 0.1975  

TV+SAS 0.2251  

DB+SAS 0.2111  

 

Figure 6-44, Figure 6-45, Figure 6-46 and Figure 6-47 illustrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration respectively for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS. It can be observed that AWS+SAS have maintained the smallest value 

for sideslip angle compared to the other control strategies and vehicle with no control. AWS+SAS 

has achieved maximum sideslip angle 2.3 degrees, while 3.3, 3.0 and 5.3 degrees for TV+SAS, 

DB+SAS and vehicle with no control, respectively. The yaw rate response amplitude was varying 

with respect to time for all control strategies. However, TV+SAS and DB+SAS stabilized the 

vehicle faster than AWS+SAS and vehicle with no control. Also, TV+SAS has achieved less drop 

in longitudinal speed among all other control strategies and vehicle with no control, makes it close 
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to maintain the desired speed. Furthermore, the largest lateral acceleration peak amplitude was 

attained by AWS+SAS, while the smallest value was performed by DB+SAS and this is because 

the reduction of speed caused by braking followed by TV+SAS. It should be noted that TV+SAS 

and DB+SAS have stabilized the vehicle faster than AWS+SAS in all the mentioned plots. 

 

Figure 6-44 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-45 Yaw Rate during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-46 Vehicle Speed during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-47 Lateral Acceleration during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-48, Figure 6-49 and Figure 6-50 demonstrate the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, 

pitch, and roll angle, respectively. It is notable that AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS have 

significantly minimized the vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to 

vehicle with no control. Furthermore, all the proposed control strategies have tremendously 

reduced the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer. Hence, avoiding the 

grip loss between the tires and the ground at high-speed cornering maneuvers.   
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Figure 6-48 Sprung Mass Displacement during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-49 Pitch Angle during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-50 Roll Angle during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-51 and Figure 6-52 (a) and (b) present the front and rear road steer angles in (a) and (b) 

for vehicle with no control and AWS+SAS, respectively. A maximum front steering angle of -10 

degrees and -7.2 degrees for rear steering angle are observed for AWS+SAS, while -7 degrees for 

vehicle with no control. It should be noted that the rear steer angles for AWS are performing 

parallel steering (steering in the same direction as the front steering angles). 

 

Figure 6-51 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during DLC at 100 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-52 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS+SAS during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ =0.85) 

Figure 6-53 and Figure 6-54 show the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) and 

(b) for vehicle with no control and TV+SAS, respectively. The maximum achieved driving wheel 

torque in the left and right side for TV+SAS is -5000 Nm and 5465.0 Nm, respectively. While 600 

Nm in both sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-53 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-54 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV+SAS during 
DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-55 express the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB. The 

maximum achieved braking wheel torque in the left and right side is -17033.0 Nm for both, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-55 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for TV+SAS during 
DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-56,Figure 6-57, Figure 6-58 and Figure 6-59 depict the left and right sides’ vehicle damper 

forces in (a) and (b) for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS respectively. 

It is remarkable that all proposed control strategies have obtained largest dampers’ forces varying 

with time compared to vehicle with no control. However, DB+SAS have induced the largest 

dampers’ forces followed by AWS+SAS compared to TV+SAS. 

 

Figure 6-56 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for Vehicle (No Control) during 
DLC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-57  (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS+SAS during DLC at 100 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-58  (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV+SAS during DLC at 100 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-59 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB+SAS during DLC at 100 
Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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6.2.2.2 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at Low coefficient of friction – NATO 
Double Lane Change (80 km/h ;  μ = 0.35) 

 

The vehicle trajectory and the corresponding error achieved by each control strategy AWS, TV, 

DB, and vehicle with no control are shown in Figure 6-60 in (a) and (b) respectively. Although all 

control strategies have maintained the trajectory without losing stability at low friction road 

surface, they obtained relatively the same error as shown in Table 6-7.  

 

 

Figure 6-60 Vehicle trajectory during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) and (b) Error obtained by vehicle (No 
Control), AWS, TV, and DB 

 

Table 6-7 Trajectory Root Mean Square Errors Obtained by Uncontrolled Vehicle, AWS, TV, and DB 
during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

Controller’s Configuration RMSE (m) 

No Control 0.3889  

AWS 0.3613  

TV 0.3879  

DB 0.3773  
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Figure 6-61, Figure 6-62, Figure 6-63 and Figure 6-64 show the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed, and lateral acceleration respectively for AWS, TV, DB, and vehicle with no 

control. It should be observed that all proposed control strategies have tremendously minimized 

the sideslip angle compared to the vehicle with no control whose obtained maximum value -20.3 

degrees. In addition, the yaw rate response amplitude was observed the largest for AWS compared 

to TV and DB. However, TV is the fastest in stabilizing the vehicle based on the settling time 

followed by DB compared to AWS. Moreover, the TV and AWS were approximately close to 

perform the desired speed while DB achieved the lowest speed which is 72.6 Km/h. for lateral 

acceleration, AWS has attained the largest value compared to TV and DB which is 0.32 g’s. it 

should be noted that TV and DB showed a superiority in stabilizing the vehicle faster than AWS.  

 

Figure 6-61 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-62 Yaw Rate during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-63 Vehicle Speed during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-64 Lateral Acceleration during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-65 and Figure 6-66 demonstrate the front and rear road steer angles in (a) and (b) for 

vehicle with no control and AWS, respectively. A maximum front steering angle of -23 degrees 

and -9.3 degrees for rear steering angle are observed for AWS, while -23.7 degrees for vehicle 

with no control. It should be noted that the rear steer angles for AWS are performing parallel 

steering (steering in the same direction as the front steering angles). 

 

Figure 6-65 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during DLC at 80 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-66 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-67 and Figure 6-68 illustrate the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) 

and (b) for vehicle with no control and TV, respectively. The maximum achieved driving wheel 

torque in the left and right side for TV is 5304.5 Nm and 5353.0 Nm, respectively. While 686.0 

Nm in both sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-67 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during DLC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-68 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV during DLC at 
80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-69 shows the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB. The 

maximum attained braking wheel torque in the left and right side is -17033.0 Nm for both, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-69 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB during DLC at 
80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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6.2.3 Federal Motors Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS 126 ESC) 
 

The Federal Motors Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS 126 ESC) is considered as an open-loop 

test course, where no target path to be follow. This test is also known as Sine with Dwell maneuver, 

where it is constructed on a modified 0.7 Hz sinusoidal steering input to evaluate the ESC oversteer 

intervention performance [124]. The steering wheel input is function of time with a peak value of 

234 degrees as shown in Figure 6-70. 

 

Figure 6-70 Steering Wheel Angle Input For FMVSS 126 ESC Test Course  

 

6.2.3.1 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – FMVSS 
126 ESC (100 km/h ;  μ = 0.85) 

 

The vehicle trajectory performed by each control strategy AWS+SAS, TV+SAS, DB+SAS, and 

vehicle with no control are shown in Figure 6-71. It can be noticed that TV+SAS has achieved the 

smallest lateral displacement followed by DB+SAS then AWS+SAS, while vehicle with no control 

attained the largest value. 
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Figure 6-71 Vehicle trajectory during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-72, Figure 6-73, Figure 6-74 and Figure 6-75 depict the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration respectively for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS. It can be observed that the proposed control strategies have significantly 

minimized the sideslip angle compared to the vehicle with no control. TV+SAS has attained the 

largest yaw rate response amplitude among the proposed control strategies, as well as TV+SAS 

and DB+SAS stabilized the vehicle faster than AWS+SAS. The vehicle with no control took 6.1 

seconds to stabilize while 2.7 seconds for TV+SAS and DB+SAS and 3.1 seconds for AWS+SAS. 

Furthermore, TV+SAS has achieved less drop in longitudinal speed among all other control 

strategies and vehicle with no control, makes it close to maintain the desired speed. Moreover, the 

largest lateral acceleration peak amplitude was attained by AWS+SAS among all the control 

strategies. Also, it should be noted that TV+SAS and DB+SAS have stabilized the vehicle faster 

than AWS+SAS in all the mentioned plots. 
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Figure 6-72 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-73 Yaw Rate during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-74 Vehicle Speed during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-75 Lateral Acceleration during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-76, Figure 6-77 and Figure 6-78 present the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, 

and roll angle, respectively. It is notable that AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS have 

significantly minimized the vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to 

vehicle with no control. Furthermore, all the proposed control strategies have substantially reduced 

the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer compared to vehicle with no 
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control. However, DB+SAS has slightly obtained largest value for pitch angle, while AWS+SAS 

has slightly attained largest value for roll angle compared to TV+SAS.  

 

Figure 6-76 Sprung Mass Displacement during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-77 Pitch Angle during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-78 Roll Angle during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-79 and Figure 6-80 show the front and rear road steer angles in (a) and (b) for vehicle with 

no control and AWS+SAS, respectively. The front steering angles are observed taking 2.4 seconds 

to be dampened for AWS+SAS, while the maximum achieved rear steering angle is 13.6 degrees. 

It should be noted that the rear steer angles for AWS+SAS are performing parallel steering 

(steering in the same direction as the front steering angles). 

 

Figure 6-79 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during FMVSS 126 
ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-80 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS+SAS during FMVSS 126 ESC at 
100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

Figure 6-81 and Figure 6-82 express the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) 

and (b) for vehicle with no control and TV+SAS, respectively. The maximum achieved driving 

wheel torque in the left and right side for TV+SAS is 5546.0 Nm and 5556.3 Nm, respectively. 

While 644.5 Nm in both sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-81 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-82 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV+SAS during 
FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-83 shows the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB+SAS. The 

maximum achieved braking wheels torque in the left and right side is -17033.0 Nm for both, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-83 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB+SAS during 
FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-84, Figure 6-85, Figure 6-86 and Figure 6-87 show the left and right sides’ vehicle damper 

forces in (a) and (b) for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS respectively. 

It is remarkable that all proposed control strategies have obtained largest dampers’ forces varying 

with time compared to vehicle with no control. However, DB+SAS have induced the largest 

dampers’ forces followed by AWS+SAS compared to TV+SAS. 

 

Figure 6-84  (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for Vehicle (No Control) during 
FMVSS 126 ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-85 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS+SAS during FMVSS 126 
ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-86 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV+SAS during FMVSS 126 
ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-87 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB+SAS during FMVSS 126 
ESC at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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6.2.3.2 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at Low coefficient of friction – FMVSS 
126 ESC (80 km/h ;  μ = 0.35) 

 

The vehicle trajectory performed by each control strategy AWS, TV, DB, and vehicle with no 

control are shown in Figure 6-88. It can be remarked that TV and DB have achieved the smallest 

lateral displacement compared to AWS, while the vehicle with no control attained the largest value.  

 

Figure 6-88 Vehicle trajectory during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-89, Figure 6-90, Figure 6-91 and Figure 6-92 illustrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed, and lateral acceleration respectively for AWS, TV, DB, and vehicle with no 

control. Its notable that TV and DB have significantly minimized the sideslip angle to the smallest 

possible value at very low friction road surface compared to AWS and vehicle with no control. 

The maximum attained sideslip angle for TV was 2 degrees, 2.4 degrees for DB and 4.2 degrees 

for AWS, while vehicle with no control obtained 15 degrees. Accordingly, TV has showed 

supremacy over the other control strategies in enhancing the vehicle’s stability and stabilizing the 

vehicle faster at very low friction road surface. The vehicle’s yaw rate is observed to be stabilized 

at 2.6 seconds by TV and DB and 4.8 seconds by AWS, while 8.1 seconds by vehicle with no 

control, respectively. Furthermore, TV has performed the least drop in longitudinal speed 

compared to the other control strategies followed by AWS. Moreover, TV and DB have attained 

the smallest peak value for lateral acceleration compared to AWS and vehicle with no control. 
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However, it should be noted that TV has stabilized the vehicle faster than the other control 

strategies based on the settling time.  

 

Figure 6-89 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-90 Yaw Rate during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-91 Vehicle Speed during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-92 Lateral Acceleration during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-93 and Figure 6-94 depict show the front and rear road steer angle in (a) and (b) for vehicle 

with no control and AWS, respectively. The front steering angles are observed taking 4 seconds to 

be dampened for AWS, while the maximum achieved rear steering angle is 15 degrees. It should 

be noted that the rear steer angles for AWS are performing parallel steering (steering in the same 

direction as the front steering angles). 
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Figure 6-93 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during FMVSS 126 
ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-94 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-95 and Figure 6-96 demonstrate the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in 

(a) and (b) for vehicle with no control and TV, respectively. The maximum achieved driving wheel 
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torque in the left and right side for TV is 5372.2 Nm and -4643.4 Nm, respectively. While 785.0 

Nm in both sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-95 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-96 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV during FMVSS 
126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-97 shows the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB. The 

maximum achieved braking wheels torque in the left and right side is -17033.0 Nm for both, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6-97 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB during 
FMVSS 126 ESC at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

6.2.4 Modified J-Turn 
 

The Modified J-Turn test serves as an open-loop maneuver course, where no target path to be 

follow. This test is utilized to assess the vehicle’s performance in terms of maneuverability and 

stability at a given steering wheel input. The intended maneuver incorporates a gradual increasing 

in steering wheel angle up to a peak of 367.2 degrees followed by return prior to a fixed steering 

wheel angle of 26.96 degrees as shown in Figure 6-98. 
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Figure 6-98 Steering Wheel Angle Input For Modified J-Turn Test Course 

 

 

6.2.4.1 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – Modified 
J-Turn (100 km/h ;  μ = 0.85) 

 

The vehicle trajectory performed by each control strategy AWS+SAS, TV+SAS, DB+SAS, and 

vehicle with no control are shown in Figure 6-99. Its notable that AWS+SAS has achieved the 

largest turning radius among the other control strategies and vehicle with no control, while the 

smallest turning radius is obtained by DB+SAS. Consequently, DB+SAS has improved the 

vehicle’s maneuverability by operating at small turning radius.     
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Figure 6-99 Vehicle Trajectory during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-100, Figure 6-101, Figure 6-102 and Figure 6-103 show the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 

longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration respectively for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS. It can be observed that AWS+SAS has tremendously minimized the 

sideslip angle compared to the other control strategies, while vehicle with no control has obtained 

the largest value. Which considered as merit for AWS+SAS in enhancing vehicle’s stability at 

high friction road surface. DB+SAS has attained the largest yaw rate response amplitude among 

the proposed control strategies and vehicle with now control. Accordingly, DB+SAS has greatly 

improved vehicle’s maneuverability than other control strategies.  Furthermore, TV+SAS and 

AWS+SAS have achieved less drop in longitudinal speed than DB+SAS and vehicle with no 

control, makes them close to maintain the desired speed. In addition, there is no significant 

observation about lateral acceleration except TV+SAS has obtained the lowest peak value than the 

other control strategies and vehicle with no control. 
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Figure 6-100 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-101 Yaw Rate during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-102 Vehicle Speed during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-103 Lateral Acceleration during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-104, Figure 6-105 and Figure 6-106 present the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, 

and roll angle, respectively. It is notable that AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS have 

significantly minimized the vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass compared to 

vehicle with no control. Furthermore, all the proposed control strategies have significantly reduced 

the pitch and roll angle due to longitudinal and lateral load transfer compared to vehicle with no 
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control. However, TV+SAS has slightly attained largest value for roll angle compared to 

AWS+SAS and DB+SAS. 

 

Figure 6-104 Sprung Mass Displacement during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-105 Pitch Angle during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-106 Roll Angle during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-107 and Figure 6-108 show the front and rear road steer angle in (a) and (b) for vehicle 

with no control and AWS+SAS, respectively. The AWS+SAS has achieved maximum front 

steering angles of 17.1 degrees, while 5.5 degrees for rear steering angles. It should be noted that 

the rear steer angles for AWS+SAS are performing parallel steering (steering in the same direction 

as the front steering angles). 

 

Figure 6-107 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during Modified J-
Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-108 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS+SAS during Modified J-Turn at 
100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-109 and Figure 6-110 demonstrate the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque 

in (a) and (b) for vehicle with no control and TV+SAS, respectively. The maximum achieved 

driving wheel torque in the left and right side for TV+SAS is 3828.9 Nm and 3460.8 Nm, 

respectively. While 906.0 Nm in both sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-109 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-110 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV+SAS during 
Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

Figure 6-111 shows the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB+SAS. The 

maximum achieved braking wheels torque in the left and right side is -17033.0 Nm for both, 

respectively. From inspecting the wheels’ braking torque on both sides, it should be noted that the 

vehicle exhibits drifting out (Understeer).  

 

Figure 6-111 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB+SAS during 
Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-112, Figure 6-113, Figure 6-114 and Figure 6-115 present the left and right sides’ vehicle 

damper forces in (a) and (b) for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS 

respectively. It can be noticed that all proposed control strategies have obtained largest dampers’ 

forces varying with time compared to vehicle with no control. However, TV+SAS have induced 

the largest dampers’ forces in left side, while DB+SAS has obtained largest dampers’ forces in 

right side. 

 

Figure 6-112 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for Vehicle (No Control) during 
Modified J-Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-113 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for AWS+SAS during Modified J-
Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

 

Figure 6-114 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for TV+SAS during Modified J-
Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 
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Figure 6-115 (a) Left Damping Forces and (b) Right Damping Forces for DB+SAS during Modified J-
Turn at 100 Km/h (μ = 0.85) 

 

6.2.4.2 Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – Modified 
J-Turn (80 km/h ;  μ = 0.35) 

 

The vehicle trajectory performed by each control strategy AWS, TV, DB, and vehicle with no 

control are illustrated in Figure 6-116. On low friction road surface all control strategies have 

relatively obtained same turning radius. However, it can be observed that DB and vehicle with no 

control have achieved the lowest value. 
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Figure 6-116 Vehicle Trajectory during Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-117, Figure 6-118, Figure 6-119 and Figure 6-120 demonstrate the vehicle sideslip, yaw 

rate, longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration respectively for vehicle with no control, AWS, TV 

and DB. It can be observed that AWS has significantly minimized the sideslip angle compared to 

the other control strategies, while vehicle with no control has obtained the largest value. Which 

considered as merit for AWS in enhancing vehicle’s stability at low friction road surface. DB has 

attained the largest yaw rate response amplitude among the proposed control strategies and vehicle 

with now control. Accordingly, DB has greatly improved vehicle’s maneuverability than other 

control strategies. Furthermore, TV and AWS have achieved less drop in longitudinal speed than 

DB, makes them close to maintain the desired speed. Moreover, there is no significant observation 

about lateral acceleration except TV has obtained the lowest peak value than the other control 

strategies and vehicle with no control. 
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Figure 6-117 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-118 Yaw Rate during Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-119 Vehicle Speed during Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-120 Lateral Acceleration during Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-121 and Figure 6-122 (a) and (b) show the front and rear road steer angle in (a) and (b) for 

vehicle with no control and AWS, respectively. The AWS has achieved maximum front steering 

angles of 17.0 degrees, while 2.5 degrees for rear steering angles. It should be noted that the rear 

steer angles for AWS+SAS are performing parallel steering (steering in the same direction as the 

front steering angles). 
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Figure 6-121 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for Vehicle (No Control) during Modified J-
Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-122 (a) Front Steer Angle and (b) Rear Steer Angle for AWS during Modified J-Turn at 80 
Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

Figure 6-123 and Figure 6-124 depict the left and right sides’ vehicle wheels driving torque in (a) 

and (b) for vehicle with no control and TV, respectively. The maximum achieved driving wheel 
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torque in the left and right side for TV is -870.3 Nm and 1372.3 Nm, respectively. While 671.5 

Nm in both sides for vehicle with no control. 

 

Figure 6-123 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for Vehicle (No 
Control) during Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

 

Figure 6-124 (a) Left Wheels Driving Torque and (b) Right Wheels Driving Torque for TV during 
Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 
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Figure 6-125 express the left and right sides’ wheels braking torque in (a) and (b) for DB. The 

maximum obtained braking wheels torque in the left and right side is -6780.0 Nm and -17033.0 

Nm, respectively.  

 

Figure 6-125 (a) Left Wheels Braking Torque and (b) Right Wheels Braking Torque for DB during 
Modified J-Turn at 80 Km/h (μ = 0.35) 

 

6.2.5  Open-Loop Step Slalom Test Event 
 

This test is designed as an open-loop maneuver test, where no target path to be followed. A gradual 
increasing in steering wheel input is applied to the vehicle to investigate its performance against 
rollover scenario. The vehicle is intended to run at constant speed of 65 Km/h at high friction road 
surface of 1.0. Figure 6-126 illustrate the steering wheel input during this event.  
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Figure 6-126 Steering Wheel Angle Input For Open-Loop Step Slalom Test Course 

 

6.2.5.1  Results and Discussion of Evaluation Method at high coefficient of friction – Open-
Loop Step Slalom Test (65 km/h ;  μ = 1.0) 

 

The vehicle trajectory performed by each control strategy AWS+SAS, TV+SAS, DB+SAS, and 
vehicle with no control are demonstrated in Figure 6-127. Its notable that all the proposed control 
strategies have succeeded to maintain the maneuver, while the vehicle without control failed and 
tipped over. 

 

Figure 6-127 Vehicle Trajectory during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-128, Figure 6-129, Figure 6-130 and Figure 6-131 depict the vehicle sideslip, yaw rate, 
longitudinal speed and lateral acceleration respectively for vehicle with no control, AWS+SAS, 
TV+SAS and DB+SAS. It can be observed that AWS+SAS has significantly minimized the 
sideslip angle compared to the other control strategies, while DB+SAS has obtained the largest 
value. Which considered as merit for AWS+SAS in enhancing vehicle’s stability at high friction 
road surface. DB+SAS has attained the largest yaw rate response amplitude among the proposed 
control. Furthermore, each control strategy has encountered a significant drop in the vehicle’s 
longitudinal speed. However, TV+SAS has obtained the least drop, 35 Km/h, followed by 
AWS+SAS, 30 Km/h while DB+SAS has attained the largest drop in speed, 15 Km/h. 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that DB+SAS has achieved the least peak value of lateral 
acceleration compared to the other control strategies and this is because of the reduction of speed 
occurred as a result of employing braking. 

 

 

Figure 6-128 Vehicle Sideslip Angle during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-129 Yaw Rate during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

 

Figure 6-130 Vehicle Speed during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-131 Lateral Acceleration during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

Figure 6-132, Figure 6-133 and Figure 6-134 present the vehicle’s sprung mass displacement, pitch, 
and roll angle, respectively. It is notable that AWS+SAS, TV+SAS and DB+SAS have 
tremendously minimized the vertical displacement at the CG of the sprung mass. Furthermore, all 
the proposed control strategies have significantly reduced the pitch and roll angle due to 
longitudinal and lateral load transfer compared to vehicle with no control. However, TV+SAS has 
slightly attained largest value for pitch angle compared to the other control strategies, while 
DB+SAS has achieved the lowest value for roll angle, and this is because of reduction of speed 
induced by employing the braking. 

 

 

Figure 6-132 Sprung Mass Displacement during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Figure 6-133 Pitch Angle during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 

 

 

Figure 6-134 Roll Angle during Open-Loop Step Slalom Test at 65 Km/h (μ = 1.0) 
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Chapter 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

7.1 Conclusions 
 

This thesis presents a comparison between various Active Chassis Control strategies to discover 

the merits of each to enhance the vehicle lateral dynamics in terms of vehicle stability and 

maneuverability at different road conditions. The proposed control strategies are Active All-Wheel 

Steering (AWS), Torque Vectoring (TV), Differential Braking (DB) and Semi-Active Suspension 

(SAS). Two degrees of freedom (DOF) vehicle mathematical model has been developed for Linear 

Quadratic Regulator controller (LQR) to control the vehicle yaw rate and sideslip angle. While an 

11-DOF linear mathematical model is introduced to describe the multi-wheeled combat vehicle 

suspension for LQR control design purposes. The vehicle sprung mass has 3-DOF, heave, pitch, 

and roll motions, while the unsprung masses each have 1-DOF, vertical translational motion for a 

total 8-DOF. A validated TRUCKSIM vehicle model is utilized in co-simulation with the proposed 

control strategies in MATLAB SIMULINK to evaluate the performance of each proposed control 

strategy. All the proposed control strategies are designed in a hierarchical manner, comprised of 

upper and lower control levels. The upper control level is responsible to generate the gain needed 

based on the vehicle’s parameters provided. Meanwhile, the lower control level is the actuator that 

intended to correct the vehicle deviation from the desired targets based on the error obtained 

between the reference model and actual vehicle behaviour during the test event. 

 An assessment of each control strategy was conducted through a comparison between each control 

strategy integrated and without integration of SAS to assess their performances during constant 

step slalom test event at limit handling speed and different road conditions. In the first test, the 

vehicle is running at 65 Km/h at 0.85 high road friction surface and the second test at 40 Km/h and 

0.35 low friction surface. The main goal was to investigate the merits of integrating the SAS at 

high and low friction road surfaces. Based on this assessment it was found that the integration of 

SAS had a significant effect in improving the vehicle lateral dynamics at high road friction surface. 

While at low road friction surface no significant enhancements were observed in terms of vehicle 

stability and maneuverability. Accordingly, at a high coefficient of friction, the comparison was 

performed between each control strategy integrated with SAS. While at a low coefficient of friction 

the comparison was carried out between each control strategy without integration of SAS. The test 
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events were expanded to include Slalom and NATO Double Lane Change (DLC) as a closed-loop 

test, where a target path is followed by the driver model. Also, Federal Motors Vehicle Safety 

Standard (FMVSS 126 ESC), Modified J-Turn and Open-Loop Step Slalom test maneuvers as an 

open-loop test, where no target path to be followed. Four road coefficients of friction were utilized, 

1.0, 0.85, 0.35 and 0.2 at high cornering speed.  

It can be concluded that. 

At High Coefficient of Friction 

TV+SAS and DB+SAS have shown superiority over AWS+SAS in maintaining the vehicle stable 

during severe maneuvers such as Slalom at 75 Km/h and coefficient of friction 1.0. At limit 

handling maneuvers Direct Yaw Moment controls are effective than All-Wheel Steering due to the 

saturation of the lateral forces of the tires. 

AWS+SAS has exhibited in most test events the lowest value for vehicle’s sideslip angle followed 

by DB+SAS compared to TV+SAS that attained the largest value. This indicates that AWS+SAS 

is the effective control method in enhancing vehicle stability compared to other control strategies.  

It was found that TV+SAS has achieved better maneuverability in most test events, which yields 

a place to show supremacy over AWS+SAS and DB+SAS in improving vehicle maneuverability. 

However, in open-loop test event such as Modified J-Turn, DB+SAS has realized better 

maneuverability than TV+SAS and AWS+SAS. 

TV+SAS has attained in all test events the least drop in speed followed by AWS+SAS compared 

to DB+SAS that performed a notable and huge drop in speed, which considers as a drawback for 

using braking as a control allocation.  

 All the proposed control strategies have succeeded to maintain the lateral acceleration at the 

lowest possible values and avoided rollover scenario compared to the un-controlled vehicle that 

tipped over, particularly during the open-loop Step Slalom test event. However, DB+SAS has 

achieved the lowest value, due to the reduction in speed caused by braking followed by TV+SAS 

compared to AWS+SAS which attained the largest value.  

The integration of SAS with all control strategies has improved the vehicle’s lateral dynamics at a 

high coefficient of friction and high-speed cornering maneuver, especially during severe 
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maneuvers such as Constant step Slalom test event. The benefits of integrating SAS were observed 

in minimizing the pitch angle caused by longitudinal load transfer due to either speeding or 

braking. As well as reducing the roll angle at minimum possible value during high-speed cornering 

maneuver which prevents the drop of total lateral forces resulted from lateral load transfer. 

Furthermore, preventing the tires from losing contact with the ground and keep the normal loads 

at adequate values, to ensure transmitting all the forces and moments generated from the vehicle 

to the ground. Moreover, the integration of SAS has assisted in minimizing the oscillation of the 

sprung mass vertical displacement to the lowest values. 

At Low Coefficient of Friction 

In closed-loop test events, TV and DB have shown primacy over AWS and the un-controlled 

vehicle in maintaining the vehicle stable and completing the test event during severe maneuvers 

such as Slalom at 30 Km/h and coefficient of friction 0.2. while at 40 Km/h and the road friction 

surface of 0.35, AWS has achieved the least value followed by TV compared to DB and un-

controlled vehicle. Furthermore, during the DLC test event, the performance of each control 

strategy was considerably close to each other in reducing the vehicle’s sideslip angle compared to 

the un-controlled vehicle that attained the largest value.  

In open-loop tests, such as FMVSS 126 ESC, TV has maintained the least sideslip angle response 

peak value followed by DB compared to AWS, while the un-controlled vehicle has attained the 

largest value. Also, it was notable that AWS took much time to stabilize the vehicle based on the 

settling time compared to TV which was the fastest followed by DB. This is because of the first 

order delay of 0.3 seconds that set to the reference model to delay the action response of the 

steering of the wheels since the steering response is faster than the other actuators such as braking 

and differential. Whereas, during Modified J-Turn, AWS has shown superiority in minimizing the 

vehicle’s sideslip angle followed by TV compared to DB and un-controlled vehicle.  

It was found in most test events either closed or open-loop that DB has achieved the highest yaw 

rate peak response compared to TV and AWS, which can be concluded that DB affords better 

maneuverability at low road friction surface. While AWS has achieved the highest peak value for 

lateral acceleration compared to TV and DB. 
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It was observed that DB exhibits a huge drop in longitudinal speed compared to TV and AWS. 

However, during Slalom and Modified J-Turn test events, the drop in speed was not that 

significant. 

 

Finally, the AWS control allocation is efficient in enhancing the vehicle’s stability and maintaining 

a small value for sideslip angle. However, it is very sensitive when it is associated with the steady-

state yaw rate reference model and since the response of steering actuators is fast, thus it can make 

it more susceptible than TV and DB. Accordingly, a first order delay of 0.3 seconds was applied 

to the yaw rate reference model to eliminate such a problem. Nevertheless, it was observed that it 

did not work perfectly in some test events, particularly during FMVSS 126 ESC at low friction 

road surface 0.35 and speed 80 Km/h, which caused a notable delay in stabilizing the vehicle. 

The TV and DB have proved in this comprehensive study that they are more effective and reliable 

than AWS control at limit handling speed and different coefficients of friction either high or low. 

However, the only drawback of DB the huge drop in speed, causing a delay in stabilizing the 

vehicle. Therefore, it can be concluded in all vehicle lateral dynamics aspects that TV is more 

effective than AWS and DB. 

The integration of SAS has a tremendous effect in improving the vehicle lateral dynamics at high 

friction road surfaces where the vehicle experiences high lateral acceleration. However, at a low 

friction road surface, no significant effect was observed since the lateral acceleration exhibited at 

a lower value. 
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7.2 Future Work 
 

 A nonlinear controller needs to be conducted to deal with the uncertainties such as the 

variation of road friction surfaces and tire cornering stiffness. All these factors can poorly 

affect the tracking of the desired yaw rate and sideslip angle. 

 It is recommended to develop an active steering system with less dependency on yaw rate 

reference model. 

 To avoid the huge drop in speed when employing braking torque, its recommended to 

design a differential braking considering an activation criteria. 

 An integration of AWS, TV and SAS can enhance tremendously the vehicle lateral 

stability. However, incorporating SAS should be activated when lateral acceleration above 

0.4 g’s. Nevertheless, SAS has limited damper force compared to fully active suspension 

that has substantial range of damper forces.  

 

7.3  Publications 
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